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Phon:e Ab.use Found 
\ 
· -
rand/ chtwis. 
SBA ·Phone .Bill 
, .$300 -Last Summer 
br J.R. l>re,rdius 
Opinion has discovered that long distance phone calls totalling 
almost $300.00 wen: made on the student government phone in a 
single 3(H!ay period last summer. 
Madelipe Bernstein, who conducted ;m investigation of the abuse 
of the SBA phone, daimed she had no authority to look past the 
school year. . 
Bernstein, who replxed Jeff Licker ~ treasurer when' the latter 
was elected President,of the SBA, said, "The first phone bill I dealt 
with was November-December." 
Bernstein said that when the SBA Board of DirectorS authorized 
her to investigate the phone abme she bepn her inquiry with the 
August - September phone bills. 
"We drew a line," Bernstein gid, "No one had to pay back before 
AugusL" · 
Bernstein felt it would -be unfair to make people pay back money 
for the surnrni;r months: She argued that since the calls were part of 
another person's administration, she felt no compulsion to look at the 
earlier bills. 
Opinion has evidence indicating that ;m additional $287.00 in long 
distan~ phone calls wen:~ during the f"ISCal year 1977-78. 
These calls·~re inade in July and early August. Most of the calls 
were f!Yde to ~ .,.iiwiar numbs in Lowell, Mm. and a .Yale 
University dorm room. 
Newly~lected Pre5ident Andrew Cosentino admitted that his'wife 
had made calls awer the summer to her mother in Lowell. The calls 
~tailed over $90.00 Mr. Cosentino. a Yale graduate, claimed he knew 
nothing about the Yale calls, but would check with his wife to make 
sure she did not make the calls. 
Cosentino said he called Jeff Licker, fonner SBA Treasurer, in the 
summer at Licker's home in Queens. He also said he had called his 
home in Valley Stream, N.Y. on OCQSion. . 
However, Cosentino c:wmed thew: calls wen: on SBA business. 
"Correspondence munt· for me in Bufnlo was being sent to 
Valleystream," the former SBA seaetMy said. He indicated the call~ he 
made to Licker were .all on SBA business. 
·_ Cosentino d~ with Bemslein's messmentof_the situation. 
"Nobody realized thefiSAI yearmrud in July. These bills should have 
been·iriducled," he said. . 
"The worst thin& uout the July bill is that thrOUIII _oversight, 
nobody chec:ud the bill," the new president staled. 
Colentino said ... would nipay the calls his wife had made. "I have 
nothin1· to.hide. l'I pay wlatewr I ·have to pay. I'm responsible for 
Eileen's calls_to her IIIOCher.• 
_ contlnlM on,,. ten 
SBA -/nvestigat~s 
L-ong_ Distance Calls 
by Jason P.oliner DeWaal, Bernstein and SBA President Jeffrey Licker. 
and Bill Brooks At this time, according to Bernstein, no persons were 
In the March 2, 1978 , issue of Opinion, Gary being implicated. After-the Treasurer's presentation, . 
DeWaal submitted a campaign statement in his bid and lengthy discussion and argument, the program 
for third year di,n,ctor. In "that statement, DeWaal set forth below was approved by the SBA and 
commented: "Indeed, along with another director, I recorded in its minutes: 
uncovered a trc,mendous abuse of the students' trust (1) To ci.Jrb future abuse of long distance calls, no 
- the use of the-organization's telephone for private, calls are to be made without the approval of Jeffrey 
long distance phone calls byofficers and directors to and/or Madeline. At the end of each month, Gary 
the tune of over· $300." The --statement triggered an DeWaal and Mike Busk us are to · review these 
investigation by -Opinion, the results of which appear permissions for irregularities. 
here and elswhere in this issue. (2) Gary DeWaal and Mike Buskus, together with 
The Treasurer of the Student" Bar Association, Madeline and Jeffrey, were appointed a committee · 
Madeline Bernstein, took office in October, 1977. to investigate the call~ that had been made. 
During that month . Bernstein- paid -t.he · SBA (3) For the purposes of this investigation, the bills 
. telepnone bill fo{ "the .months Aogusi, September from September through present are to be reviewed, 
and October. She inf~rmed Opinion that at that time and Madeline Bernstein is to turn same over to the 
she was_ new to the job and· had nc, reason to suspect investigating committee. 
any improprieties and therefore saw no reason to (4) Should any individual come forth and make 
scrutinize the telephone bill. restitution for any calls· made on the SBA telephone 
In January, Mike Buskus, then a· second year line during this period within a period of the next 
director, inadvertantly discovered the phone bill for several weeks, when the investigation will be carried 
the months of ]'lovember, December and January. forth, and should payment for ~uch calls be made, 
. Buskus called these phone bills to Bernstein's the matter will be handled privately and no public 
attention in light of the exhorbitant size. Bernstein discussion or charges will be raised relative to that 
claims that at the time Buskus presented her with · individual." 
the phone bill she had not yet had the opportunity On February 2nd, the results of this investigative 
to examine the bill. committee was presented. The committee 
Bernstein, along with the support of Buskus and determined that personal calls were being made on 
DeWaal, presented the situation before the SBA at the SBA telephone. They noted further that a large 
the January ' 23 meeting. The SBA formed an number of the personal calls were claimed bv 
investigative ' committee consisting of · Buskus, · - 'contiriue1 on page eleven 
Election . Results are Validated; 
Old. Board Listens to Criticisms 
By Kim -Hunter- the last SBA -meeting (see p. 9) commented that the phone issue 
which lacked the quorum had been discussed before in 
necessary for a binding vote=-on executive session and raising theIn a sweltering and often 
the motions. issue again at this time would bestormy se~ion, the outgoing SBA 
administration ratified the results The decisions ·on motions t~ be subjecting Cosentino to double 
of last ·week's eleeUons and turned adopted were as follows: jeopardy. 
~e reins of power over to the A. The defeat of the motion to Outgoing 1st year director 
newly elected board. appoint a committee to. Charmayne Bissell then presented 
investigate whether charges a petition signed by more than30 or so board member:s and 
should be brought against 100 law studena..challenging thestudents ·crowded into nn. 213, 
validity of the recent elections.where the temperature was at Andrew J. Cosentino relating 
to alleged abuses in (1) his The petition made three basicleast 80°, to attend the March 13 
meeting that was marred by conduct of the elections and charges: 
(2) use of the SBA phone. 1. The poll in front of tl'tefrequent outbursts and heated 
exchanges. B. The passage of a motion to library was not kept open 
Most · of the controversy approve all the results of the during the designated hours. 
2. Cosentino was in the vicinitysur'rounding the meeting SBA elections. 'I 
conc~rned all.egations .of C. 'The passage of a motion that of the polls on several 
,Irregularities in the reg,nt SBA the ru1H1ff ' in the Secretary's , occasions even though he was 
. elections, and SBA phone abuses. race be held on Mari;h 16 and a candidate. 
3. The ballots were coanted byThe majority of the meeting 17. 
some of the candidates in the
· chaired by outgoing SBA Motion A was split up to 
election. president Jeff Licker was devoted consider the motion on electio,n 
, to th.e consideration of the action abuses separately from the phone · 
on three motions recommended at 
..,. 
·issue. Chairman Licker - cont/nu~d on page four 
Editorial 
✓ 
Behind closed doors 
The recent actions of the former SBA administration concernir 
the investigation of telephone abuses and the access of the press ~ 
SBA proceedings and meeting minutes, seem inappropriate at best, and 
merit the close attention of the student body. . 
It is clear that there has been misuse of the SBA phone to the tune 
of nearly $300 wort!'! of unauthorized long distance phone calls made 
during the past fiscal year. While this fact is certainly disturbing in 
itself, the high-handed manner in which the SBA chose to deal with 
this situation added insult t6 injury. 
The abuses were brought to light by certain SBA directors, who 
conducted an inves-tigation to substantiate their belief that serious 
improprieties had been committed. However, this investigation was 
limited to calls made from September to Dece·mber, 1977, in spite of 
the fact that their fiscal year begins on July 1, and that there was 
e\lidence of similar abuse during July· and August of 1977. ,., 
It is simply not enough to say--that this time period is beyond the 
scope of the present SBA administration. To do so implies that past 
indiscretions are unreachable once previous administrations have 
departed. This would result in situations where no one is responsible 
for seeing that guilty parties are made accountable to students for past 
transgressions. (This attitude of narrow responsibility and control is 
prevalent in ·many_student organizations and threatens t~e continuity 
and integrity of these groups.) 
At the close of the SBA investigation, closed meetings were held 
to resolve the ·phone call issue. Apparently, many of t~ose present at 
the closed meeting felt that repayment from the guilty parties was 
sufficient to end the. matter. 
Opinion was rather rudely surprised by the response of several 
members of the SBA to our reporters' investigation of these incidents. 
On Monday, March 6, one editor aiid two reporters went to the 
SBA office and asked to examine some'pa~t SBA minutes. Although a 
director. and ·a current offic!!r were present, no one could locate the 
minut~s. Nor did they offer to help. Instead, they asked why we 
wanted to see them. We were under the impression SBA minutes were 
a matter of public record· and open-to all students. 
Opinion -·did eventually receive ·copies of the minutes that were 
requested, but we are still troubled by the defensive response we 
encountered upon our initial request. ·Such a reaction serves-only to 
bolster suspicions that the SBA has something .to hide. We think 
students are entitled to know how the •SBA ·is being run and ' how its 
fu'nds are being sp,ent. Furthermore, it is incu_mbent upon our elected 
representatives to supply such information. 
On Tuesday ,ni.ght,. March 7, a reporter from Opinion attended an 
SBA·meeting. To avoid his presence, members of the SBA voted to 
move· into executive session. When the reporter refused to leave, citing 
the New York State Open Meetings Law (see story, page 9), the SBA 
decided not to remain in executive session. · 
All this hostility is simply hard ro believe. What is going on to 
provoke these concerted attempts to avoid public examination of SBA 
business? What exactly does the SBA have to fear? 
Not. surprisingly, ,lawyers (and law students) like to due process 
each other to death. We have been told that certain matters should not 
be discussed on the pages of Opinion, but instead should be kept under 
cover. We have been asked to keep the names of the individuals 
involved out of print until such time as this matter can be resolved in 
• executive session of the SBA or until the matter comes before the 
FSRB. 
We readily agree that individuals have a right to fair hearings, but 
this does not mean all the facts should be suppressed - particularly 
when tne information was vital to students making their choices for 
SBA elective offices. In addition, we have seen that confidential efforts 
to resolve these magers have only served to keep students ignorant of 
the issues involved. This state of affairs is deplorable, and we hope the 
new SBA administration will be more open with students and more 
cooperative with the press. 
We haye heard charges that this investigation is a headhunt, and 
Opinion is being used as a tool by certain individuals. There is no 
foundation for any of these charges, and we· wish to stress that all 
par,ties <:oncerned have been contacted at great length by ou[..ceporters · 
and have been given every opportunity to respond. 
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Oplnlor)P•t.wo 
Letters to The Editors 
✓ ,. 
New SBA election requested 
(The fol/owing letter MIS sent to Opinion for 
publication) 
TO: SBA 
FROM: Paul J. Suozzi 
RE: The recent SBA elections 
I woClld like to bring an official complaint 
concerning the conduct of the recent SBA election 
anct . certain irregularities involved therein. I am 
referring to the fact that Andrew Cosentino spent an 
inordinate amount of time at the polling place . on 
Thursday, March 2. I personally saw him standing 
next to the table outside the library for about 15 
minutes and I have spoken with others who saw him 
in the same location at other times throughout the 
day, at least once for a period of forty. minutes or 
more. Since it could not hal!e taken him more than a 
few minutes to cast his ballot, there can be no reason 
for his continued presence. 
I believe· there is an SBA rule that prohibits 
advertising or electioneerlng wit~in a _ce!~in distance 
from the polling place. I did not hear Mr. Cosentino 
urge anyone to vote for him while standing at the 
table, but-his continued presence there clearly could 
Director ·ihank-you 
Fellow Students:· 
Just a short. note to thank you for electing me 
to the SBA Board of Directors. 
My feeling is that the SBA must be an open and 
democratic operation and responsive to our concerns 
and preferences. Given that, I hope you can find 
time 'to come and participate in SBA meetings and 
activities, and/or, on a more personal level, discuss 
have been an inducement for someone to do just 
that. Isn't his presence at least as much a form of 
advertising as a sign would be? 
I have also been informed that Mr. Cosentino 
collected the ballots. Now it may be that his 
responsibilities as SBA secretary include supervision 
of elections but in a situation where the secretary is 
also a candidate, it is an abuse for him to participate 
in such a manner. 
It may be that none of his actions had any 
effect on the outcome of the election, but in such 
circumstances, where the highest officer of the SBA 
is to be elected, it is the ·a~firmative duty of the SBA 
officers to see that there is not the least inference of 
impropriety. There is no question that by h·is · 
presence at the polling place, Mr. Cosentino has 
violated his duty as an SBA offi~r. 
I thinK tnat ti1e appropri.ate action urder these 
circumstances would be .to hold another election for 
the office of SBA president. , No burde~ would be 
placed on the SBA since run-off elections are already 
being contemplated for other positions. 
The reputation of the SBA as a viable 
representative of all law students is at stake. 
with me and other SBA directors and ·officers your 
law school concerns and feelings. 
On a more personal note, I appreciate your 
recognition that accompanying a sometimes 
somewhat abrasive style is a real desire to actively 
-and positively work -to improve our law sch6ol and 
its environment. My hope is that by working 
together much can and will be accc;implished. 
• 
. Lewis Steele 
Sexism seen in Opinion ·story 
To the Editors: 
Is Opinion so hard up for copy that its editors 
will publish trash just to arouse a reply? Or is the 
staff too busy to read its articles before they go to 
print? What else can explain the appearance of 
"Didonc, Ou est la Bibliotheque?"! 
This tastele·ss bit of trivia related the 
misfortunes_of two female law students who go 
cross-country skiing with a friend(?), the story's 
narrator: The women are first rejected as pick-ups, 
because they don't qualify as "fine Am,.erican foxes 
with Jarge American t;,reasts," (a borrowed line from 
Saturday Night ' live.) Then they are too embarassed 
to ·reveal their weight and shoe size· at the ski-shop, 
because ttiey are intimidated .bY. the more attractive 
shop attendants. Later on they go to a bar where 
they flail their arms at the handsomest' bartender and 
reveai trail passes hanging froin their teeth: · 
Assuq,in'g that there is a pqint'to this s.tory (no 
small assumptio•n), ·I gather that it is to make fun.of 
women who go · skifn-g, etc., to· find male 
. companionship rilther than to ski. .' 
But the 'mes~ges .-cor;tveyed are more offensive 
than that. The . facts suggest that men 'find only 
The Women's Movement has spent the last 
decade trying to destroy these attitudes. It has tried _ 
to help women and (Tien lik_e their own bodies, and it 
has sought to erode the stereotyping of women into 
an exclusive role of either· "career girl" or 
"plaything." · 
That these sexist attitudes were incidental to 'the 
plot of the story makes it even worse; overt sexism 
would be easier to deal with. When sexist attitudes 
are veiled in · the context of describing two ......_ 
individuals, readers may fail to perceive the subtle 
form of sexism. ' 
Perhaps even Opinion i.tself was innocent of just 
how sexist this article was. If so, I call upon the staff 
to hold it.self to ahigher stahdard of care than simpJe 
good faith. A newspaper funded by student a,ctivity 
fees has an affirmative duty to raise its consciousness 
so that it can recognize even inconspicuous form's of 
'discrimination. 
Debbie Norton 
Authors' reply to Ms... Norton: We regret .that Ms. 
Norton completely misconstrued ·"Didonc, Ou est la 
Bibliotheque?" In order to avoid exactly this type of 
women ,with large_ bre!s~~ _aitractive. Fur~ermore,_ r:sponse to our article, we Intentionally took an 
the plot suggests that . 1f ~omen . are intelligent extreme!y . sexist tone in writing it. We agree 
enoua,i to ~ Jaw students, then ,they are not sexy wholeheartedly with Ms. Norton that overt sexism is 
enough to be ski-shop att~hdants,' ,and vice versa. . easier to deal with than more· subtle· biases. It IS' . 
A4ditio~lly, the .~ticle portrays women •competlng -indeed unfortuilate that some of our· readers were ' 
with each oth~r for . inale ' attention. Finally, It 
relnf~ces the notion th.at ·_women are dissatisfied 
with their bodies ~enever .they do,!l't look like 
suntan commercials. · ' · · 
not able •to laugh at our attempt to porQ'ay sexual 
~terebtypes in their most outraaeous form. · 
· • , •Slnar,ly, 
· ·· ·Sorolt Sho}es, "Rol#rto T•rshls 
Carlisle, send-off •· :wttat;s Wrong ~ -
To the Editors: : with this picture? 
The , i!CC~lades and eutogies . that· ·have · been 
_pouring out since the departure' of Jay C:arfisle ha~e 
reached_._the p_oint of ludicrousness: Mayb_e· he was . 
too busy flying _around the country on·· School Seated: , , . · , 
n:ioney hand~ng out Law _School catalogues to have Rob Ciandel/a - Wandered West 
t1_~e to compile accurate lists of law •firms in m_ajor 
· · Ted Firetog - ResigneiJ 
-c1t1es. Or ·maybe he was too busy sending out his John.Simson - Shaved 
own resumes looking foF other jobs to be able to 
help. law students here formulate their own. When Standing:you co_nsider the number of major law firms in New Dean Silvers - Moved to MediaYork . State and the quality of . this .law schoel's. A.O. Scoones - Practicing f'rivate Lifefaculty and ·programs, Carlisle's ·cdntribution to ·our _ 
Kim Hunter """"'. Protein diet
, allegedly improved placement position w~ . a 
disgrace. Any such improvement has been the result 
.. of the quality of our graduates in spite of-Carlisle's 
~called "efforts." In addition his warped view of 
law scllool placement in general can be seen in his -. 8 SympOSiUm 
recent article in- the New York Bar jour:nol, in which 
he discussed the salient issues. of legal placement pERSpEC'Tlv·-E. S ON s·w· I F. T ,so
such as whether or not law graduates should look for · · . · V . TY N 
jobs as claims adjusters for insurance com·panies. . - · · . · . · , • 
The freshmen here will probably never fri~ay·, march--17 at 10 am in room 209appreciate just how lucky they are not to have to · 
deal with ~omeone- as inept and useless ·as Carlisle. 
Even a new. placement director with only minimal 
typing ability · would help ameliorate th'e - past - -Professors Robed Go~o~, University of Wisconsin Law S_chool;-Duncan K~nnedy, Harvardplacement situation. · , 
So, Bon Voy~ge Mr'. Carlisle. I, for one, am glad Law Schoo!; Fred Konefsky ~d Al Katz, will present perspectives on Swiftv. Tyson. The 
to see you go. · ' presenta~on will last until well into the afternoon. All Law students ·and faculty are welcome. 
- ' . . . 
Mitchell ~egenbogen 
I ' 
. ',·BITCH TICKETS 
31 : 2/10/78 Oth;rwise it is on.a" first-~ first-served basi~. . LaW Revue: 
COMfLAINT: No reference librarian from 12:30 - 1:55" We are instituting a stricter policy on carrel oleanouts. At , . . 
RESPONSE: Our reference desk is staffed Monday thru . : cl.9s·ing· on even days of the month, we•will clear out the 
Saturday from 9:00 to 5:00. We have been very busy ' ·even-rrumherecJ ·car<els. •No" notes•will ·b-~ honored. This will , . c9~ing $~nday r-ecently because of the legal research and writing courses cut down on hoarding of materials and prevent th~ carrels 
. ;· and the reference Ubrarians 'do take students to· the shelves. · from becoming private libraries. · · - • 
If you don't find ·anyone at the desk, you can look in . 
Room 218:· ·' ,• · · ·· 3-S. 2/1 S/78 · · . 
_I thin_k you were a liule_off ~n your timin_g. ~n -the day i~ t:OMPLAINT: The system· of:sigilin~ up fo~. study carrels 
question the reference librarian- was helping a patron en seemed to work fine during finals. Why can't it be 
another floor. Your bitch ticket ·was foun_d on the desk ·at I continued? It requires· a minimum amount' of 
. 1 :00, and there was a librarian at the desk all afternooh. • administrative work (i.e., -placing a, sign-up sheet at the 
' reserve desk) an<! would probably help to keep non-law 
32. 2/10/78 students out of the carrels. The study carrels are currently 
COMPLAINT: How come there ilre no Co.nstitutions or being abused. by .people (esp. law students) who maintain 
By-Laws' of any major (or minor) Labor Unions on the their own "library" in.side a particular carrel, keep it 
. shelves? · looking occupied and/or ~eep the door shut, anjl return to 
RESPONSE: Union cori_stitutions are 'pub)ished by the the carrel day after day. This is annoyinif because it 
. individual unions and are not generally distributed to the monopolizes both carrels and needed books. A daily 
public. sign-up would eliminate this problem and give all law 
However, · under the _Labor-Management Reporting and students equal ilnd equitable ilccess to books and quiet _ 
Discolsure Act, all unions must keep a copy of their study areas, and should be implement~d NOW iri light of 
the mutilation and hoarding of books by those in ,someconstitutiQn and ·contracts on file with the office of Labor 
Research / Writing Sections (and others).& Welfare Pension Reports in the Dept. of Labor. 
RESPONSE: See Bitch Ticket No. 34.We will try to obta~n _some u'!ion material for_future use. 
33. 2/1S/78 . . 36. 2{1S/78 . . COMPCAINT: On the fourth floor shelf near the elevatorCOMPLAINT: This is not realry a complilint, more of iln 
entitled "for reshelving," there are 1S shelves,· with _anadmonishment. It is pleasing to see that the fifth floor 
average of 14 books per shelf, a total . of about 210 booksskylight -winoows hav~ finally been repilired after more 
L10shelved including reporters and journals. Is it possiblethan..a year since the damage was incurred from fallins i~i.°' 
for this to be done? · · · Faculty and students , I hope that preventive measures are· being taken by the 
RESPONSE: The ,restielving in t~is ~ea is'done by sectionmaintenance crews to ensure that ice does not accumulate will attempt to play it by ear 
numbers, with .a little bit being shelved each day. Ourto such an extent that it drops and shatt~rs the newly 
·on Sunday night, Mareh 19.priority shelving is the primary material on the second and
·, installed panes of glass. 
third floors, which is ~one daily. Since tfle "for sh_elving" The First Annual Ever 
--r -~ESPONSE: The fourth floor skylight window~ ~ave been 
a worry for us ·tor ,a very long time; It was only when the is numbered sections, it shouldn't be too difficult to check (It's All We've Got) 
. windows blew out d~ring a January blizzard wind that it for a l>?<>k. that can't be found on "the shelf. Law Revue 
- lnaintenartce finally responded with the present'solution of will be held in incredibly
plywood windows. Of course, this cuts down even further 37. 2/28/78
COMPLAINT: One complaint: on Feb. 19, 1978, Sunday, • smell
· the meager source of ljght - but this is one of many·_ 
. _ Buffalo encounters a ~ were books strewn everywhere. They should have' Talbert Hall at 7:30 PM.problems in building designed by 
been reshelved by a few minutes after 2:00 pm, if they had architects from Texas. . Admiuion i1 free and"
• been collected off of the tables before closin1 by the staff. 
all are welcome.34. 2/1S/78 I always.do my part to re-shelve. 
COMPLAiNT: Carrel No. 330 is hoardina boo~: 17 RESPONSE: ·we fry to shelve floors two and three every ACaahBar 
reporters and 3 law reviews. This h.._ continued a week at' day at closing. The Saturday t;efore the date mentioned will also he appearing. 
least. Keeplq thae books off 1he.Jhelv,a and hidden Is fhflre was . only o~e student working, so only limited · 
anti-social behavior. ,He also uses 1hem .ID •rv• the ~el - sh.e\Ving was done. • . · 
. -:for his own u•- ' . • ~ - · The. librpy 'has been unfortunately ve!1 .heavily used by 
RES~NSE: The library does not want .to. start .a sign-up . students t~is semester, and :at times the_shelving gets ahead 
· syJtem ·f~r the carrels 'o-n a day-to-day basis., Ii is a sp~ial ,of I'~• Thanks ~o( re-shel~_ing'.ft!~ boo~s you ,-use, it does · 
: ~ ,du(e , that ~ i~. only necessary fot tt,e exam period. help and is apprtciated. , . . , , 
.
. . : 
,,._ 
. 
.... \ .. .. . . '"' . .. ~ .. 
Opinion Paaethree 
I 
Case Comment: •.: 
·-Expert Witness Fees Found- Uni:;o/1scionable
' . 
court availability to the attorney isby Mike Buskus agreed to pay the doctoo $700 f~nhis trial routine practice to · take Thursdays off! 91 
something else again. The attorney is not aappearance. The law firm then tendered a, Misc. 2d 1011 ,' 1013. 
The use of expert witnesses in personal '· check in the amount of $350 as advance · The Court, . speaking lthro;gh Justice free agent. Calendar -congestion is bad 
.injury cases 1is nothing new. Neither is the payment. After verbal discussion the Kramer, point!)d out that "The issues enough as it is." Id., at 1014. . The court then drew an analogy t6 thecompensation of those witnesses for the attorney agreed to pay $700 up front with · herein highlight the relationship between 
reasonable value of their time to testify in $350 to be returned if the case did not go the medical and legal profes~ions. Very Uniform Commercial Code provisions for 
a court of law. Recently, however, a New to trial. often - particularly in the field of torts - unconscionability of contracts. Citing to 
-York court made a decision limiting the • their paths intertwine. In order to do the . classic case of . Williams v. 
amount of compensation to be paid to one The negligence ·case was settled out of justice to a .client's cause involving Walker-Thomas Furniture Co., 350 f. 2d 
sue~ "expert" witness. substantial 'J)ersonal injuries, the attorneycourt. Subsequently, the attorney, _445, 449 (D.C. Cir. 1965), the court 
plaintiffs in the present case, requested a needs the services of a competent medical reasoned ·that the unconscionability 
In the case of Donner, Fogelson, refund of one-half of the fee paid. The expert." Id., at 1013. doctrine was equally applicable to service 
Hariton & Berka, P.C. v. Arthur M. defendant doctor -refused; claiming that he contracts as well as sales contracts. Id. · 
Bernhang, 91 Misc. 2d 1011 (1977), the hadn't been notified at least 24 hours in The Court noted that several . Analysis: 
District Court of Suffolk County invoked advance of the cancellation of the _ The -Court obviously had tq reconcilealternatives for procuring the testimony
the common law doctrine of scheduled court appearance. included the use of subpoenas as well as the competing interests of economical and 
unconscionability and ordered a reduction The doctor insisted that such advance . voluntary appearances. Reasoning that a expeditious administration of justice with 
in. the compensation to be paid to the notice was necessary so that he could system of compulsory - appearance by the entitlement of an expert witness to fair 
doctor for his agreement to testifv . "reconstruct his routine for Thursday." He subpoenas would probably unn.ecessarily compensation. However, when the 
needed advance ·notice, he argued, to avoid waste medical time, Justice Kramer defendant doctor declares that he needs 24 
The case arose when the defendant the loss of patient appointments. concluded . that a voluntary system was hours notice to reconstruct a day off, then 
doctor, who initially treated a personal preferable. the claim for compensation escalates to the 
injury victim, agreed, with the attorney for The Court, however, reje_cted that Adding to his earlier comments, the' level of unconscionable avariciousness. The 
the injured. person, to testify in a theory. It first noted that according .to Justice concluded that: " ... the extent to Court wisely declined to encourage such 
negligence action . The victim's attorneys undisputed evidence, it was that doc.tor's which the medii;al expert shall dictate his unprofessional conduct. 
SBA validates elections in c·ontroversial ·action -continuedfrompageone 
' . . ~- . 
Jhe petition called for new contributed to the SBA's should take these petitions not even at the February 14th election conduct. 
elections in the first week after ineffectiveness in the past, she seriously." meeting of the SBA at which the The next .motion sparked the 
· the spring break. asserted, and urged that th-is be "The board is taking this elections were ~rganized. greatest controversy of the 
Various members of the board considered in the vote on the seriously," Licker responded, Bissell responded, "I was at a evening. Licker, as chairman, 
then . responded to the charges in validity for the elections. "Look at . the amount of National Lawyers' Gu ii d ruled that the issue of.Cosentino's 
the petition. Chairman Licker A somewhat heated exchange discussion at this meeting on it." ¥nference in Washington, D.C. use of the SBA phones ·had 
said, ''.There was no rule against arose over the exact times that the Mark Pearce yielded his time to · or\ February 14th:' But why are already been decided so. thatther~ 
any_. candidates beil)g near the polls were not functioning during - Vikki Edwar~s .. _She pointe.d out - you turning this into·an attack Ol'll was no ,11eed to ' consider the 
polling place. Other candidates the election. .Board members that the board is not bound to .me?" · motion to investigate the 
have been around the polls in the traded claims with varying degrees deliberate t~~ . ·issue exactly as · T h·e Biss e II-Cosentino situation. . 
past." . of proof as to when the polls.were posed by the peiition. She exchanges became ·more iniense Gary DeWaal made · a mo.tion 
Outgoing , 3rd ,ye,ar Oire<;tof . Stilffe(j ~nd wh,en. tJ,ey. wer~ not, . , brq~ght _ up ..the idea, , t~at the! when Cosen'tino accused Bis~.11 ,of .,.c~,a!leng;r~. t~,isAe.i:i~?I) that;,was_ 
Debbie Wright stressed that the 2nd Year Director Mike Buskus !>resident actually has an uiterest · jmsir-ig ·out . petiti'ons instead' of . seconded oy · Mike . Busk'us: 
vote counting had been done felt that the "inference · of in all the el.ectio.n races-since they sitting at the polls. Chairnian ·_ · _Thel mqtion to · ~hallenge the 
impartially and t~at .no candidate . i,rpropr!ety_"_ \Vas. en_ough to yoi,d , detecmine _the, _rest ,of. . th11_ -oo,~rd , _L!ck~r, advise~ Cosentlno to J!ry;ii _'d~e,1i~i~~ ,<;>f,~h~l hair,~ \\~ ~e!~at~d 
had .~o,1,mted the. vote~ in_.h_ls \>L t~e ,pr~s1dent1al ~le,ct,10~~\~~f!i!ill.Y, · t?i1~ -~ 9q~e -rn11s~ work with. . ·.. ·h,s. rema~ks rto the al!egat,on,s _..t>Y . a~ ,,:8 _••~P / ~hv~!~•- ,,'f! h }i 
her own race. Wright also pointed since , ,~ affects the cred1b1(1ty _of . . , A.nofh~r student ~t the-rneiiqng_ -against him and ,Cosentino then · ab~tent1ons.1 the vote on the 
ouf that 'th~ SEfA' tiad been ' ver./ the SBA. The' credibility of the 'suggested_ tha(_ other ra~es C(?Uld apologized to . the Board ancl to ·. motion for ·· a· new presidential 
.sho~t:han~e~ , for _, ,~t:i,ff).n,§ t~~~,; ~~~~i~~.pt and ~he SB,:\ has _been ~ ,,hav~ . 'p~_e'n .f/1(_.. more affected ,by_ -Bisseil.- •. · , ·. _ ' · election was ·de_fea_t~'d _when _the 
polls. ''It\ harder," slie sa,a, "tp key problem, in dealing with the the closing of the polls. The last Cosentino co"tinuecj to defend · vote of the Chair t1ei;I the voting. 
get people to sit at the polls than students and the admiRistration. of _the _2nd y_ear' directors was · his actions, stressing that he and There was a great deal· of 
it is to get · volunteers for Buskus alS'O pointed out that de_c,de_d ~bY, a_, d1,fferen~e of.,only 2, other .board members had made a comment and commotion ·on the 
amputations." there were 'm'ore sigriati.Jres on the v'otes· (see' election results, p. 12). lot-of calls. to insure that the polls vote and the procedure involved. 
2nd 1 • y·~ar Dir;ctor Gary petitlons to re-run the . elections If the polls were closed for .only would . be covered. This triggered Licker commented that "the 
·DeWaal yielded his time to pauf than on each candidates petition. a_n ho~r (t cou_ld -c_onceivably have several outbursts from board Chair is v,ery upset today. But 
Suozzi who had written a letter to · Cosenti~o then claimed a "point made a difference m that race. · members to the effect that they everyone did -get their chance to 
the SBA questioning Cosentino's of privilege" to explain that Ted Madelirye Bernstein felt tha~ _if · had never been contacted about · speak." 
action ·during the election. Suozzi Firetdg had 94 signatures on his people "'.'e~~ really concerned wit~ sitting at the polls even though Licker was then accused by 
read his letter to the group (seep. petition and he had 107 on his the cred1b11lty and ~ppearance of they were home at the time in several board members. · of 
2 for text of the letter), but own. Someone pointed _out that the boa,rd, the elections shourd be question. , commenting ori the issues and 
conceded his point about this was really a "point of upheld. "N_o . rules had bee_n After the Chair brought the motions . raised at the meeting 
Cosentino's alleged electioneering bullshit." broken, Andy won by a large meeting to order, Alexander made when the Chair was expected to 
since it had become apparent'that Vikki Edwards urged .the' board majority. _W,e ~ar)'t affor~ to keep a .motion to amend tlle first be jmpartial . . A motion was made · 
during this election the SBA had not to get bogged down in "side re-ru_~_ni~g elections." she said. motion under consideration, to · to force Licker to yield the Chair 
no rule against such practices. issues." "The SBA needs . to At this point in the say . that objections to tl:ie to someone else, bl.it before a vote 
Suozzi emphasized that his examine. what kind of precedents proceedings, Cosentino began . a elections should be dealt with could be taken, he yielded the 
major concern, regardless of are being set for the future long explanation of his actions according to the procedures . chair to Madeline· Bernstein·, SBA 
· Cosentino's specific actions, was elections. The timing of the regarding the elections. He also provided in the SBA Constitution. treasurer. · 
with the appearance of budget hearings is irrelevant." pointed out that, "The people Article VIII provides for a recall Next the board considered the 
I impropriety in the . election, and Terrie Benson then yielded her bringing this complaint are those of the elections on the motion of results '-Of the elections. The 
hastened to point out that he was time to Debbie Wright who who cpntributed to the siiuatfon. 25% of the board supported by a · Presidential vote was accepted 10 
not interest_ed in making a responded to Suozzi's statements They . should be responsible c!nd- referendum in which 50% of the to 9, counting a p,roxy. All the 
personal_ attack on Cosentino. earlier in the meeting. "Andy check out the facts before student body votes, two thirds of" other results were validated by the 
Suozzi said that he thought the doesn't have to prove anything," bringing a petition. At least, they whom must agree to the motion. board by wide margins except for 
Presidential election should be she stated; "The burden of proof should have spoken to me since Alexander characterized his the 2nd year race which wa~ 
re-run in any event, remarking is on you if you want to be legal there are serious questioos as_to amendment as "friendly" and accepted by another 10 to 9 vote. 
that: "I can't prove that Andy'5 about it." the veracity of the facts presented noted that he had "taken a lot of 
presence had any effect. on the Suozzi cou[ltered that the (in the petitions)." · · personal abuse · for ·insisting on At' ter the voting - was 
vote, but no one can prove to me important ' issue concern_s the Cosentino claimed .that he had procedure in the past.''. completed., Mary Kloepfei' who 
that it didn't." inference of improprieties in the worked hard to make . sure that Suozzi spoke again, on his own narrowly lost the race for 2nd 
Suozzi's claims had also been electi-ens. Wright replied, "If there would be someone staffing time, indicating that while he was Year · Dil'ector, commented that 
discussed at the previous SBA anyone else were involved in the the poll~ at all times, but last aware of the recall provision, he she woll,ld n(?t-Want to join such a 
meeting. (see SBA article, p. 9). inferente would not be so minute cancellations resulted in had not wanted to go that route. group after.tonight's performaAce. 
Outgoing Vice President strong.'' the clolng of the polls from 1 to . "Why install the president only to She wondered how , Cosentino 
Brenda Bodenstein called the Elliot Klein was recognized to 2 p.m. on Friday, March 3rd. He recall him?" he asked. "If Andy could accept the presidency after 
board's attention to the fact that speak on behalf of the petitions to said, "I will be the first to had real support from students, he such a showing of lack of 
holding a new election would OIJIY re-run the elections. "The SBA is concede that it was unfortunate sh6uld not have any trouble confid'ence in-the SBA and on the 
prolong problems that the past isolated from the student body," that no one· would sit at the winning again." · validity ofthe recent elections. 
SBA administration had faced; it he said. "The turnout here at the polls.'' Finally a motion ·was made to The board also' pa•d the 
would delay organization of the meeting and tt,e 1,1umber of Cosentino then began directing . bring the matter to a vote. The motion to re:run the election for 
new board and force the SBA to signatures on the petitions suggest his remarks at Bissell, . \\'.ho had board voted 11 to 6, with 1 secretary_on the 16th and 17th of 
hold budget hearings at the end p.f a student concern.l If the. SBA is · ·presented .; • the petitions. · I-le a~ste~tion, to defeat. the motion March. After this, the new board ., 
1 
•the term'. 'These problems had going to have any c.redibl1ity, -it mentioned • the fact that -sh! wa, . to , inv,estig'ate Costentino's . of the SBA was Installed. 
/ f • i J·- • t • I 1' • : • ,., 'I • t • • ~ i ,t' ; I • f ~ ' 't • ; ,_ I .._ • . I .. 
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by J-0hn Simson 
at 11 :00, but also from the hiddeh cameras s~dyi,;g from U~til thf1 mo.zwella became 
and twQ bay ~indows-ln the'ta'rrels. too tflick to read througti; or because the 
J girl ;h~l(t to me is de~~ibing in what might 
•.,, ,J .•· , /''k h. . 8!tch Ticket 323 ',+ l: You didn't an~wer ,be '·· on.. $i.de,r_._.ed an excep_tional imitatio. n of
. . .. •~on t f' e t. e.narrr,e; l don't/ike thj · 
idea, Th,~ . sta.tement attributed to ' my question. . See Ticket No. 323 '.and Ethel' Merman singing'· at full pitch, her Take i l&k at the ~itport. They dC'n't 
Saktidas -Roy, by ·. <Jn unknown and yoo-111 seer that you skirted the issue and ne\¥eSt bikini *hich ~e j~st can't wear at have funny -little doors that go bf>ng! We 
urmame¢, informant, who shall remain •<1idn't answerJt. . . , .. ,, . Jones Beath next summer. What can be need Security. Well? 
arib(l_},Xmo_us; ···.'.s . the . only known.... pub.Ii~ Answer: As to consenting· ach,ilts, we do done about this? It is obviously ridiculous. Answer: This isn't a bitch ticket. This is a 
. .. . not .. specify or . lirrii t . the number -of ·.·•· Answer': Sue the bastards for disruption of Mr. Soundoff. Send it to WYSL and see IfCOIJ1'J'ent tnaae byActing Director>( 'or · · , ·· ·· ·•. · 
1Jnivers{tY .. Llbror:[es · as regards SIJ'nJukil cpnsenting, or nQl)·consenting.aqult~ ,'.W~Q , yoiJL r igp_t;tp Qui~t f/1joyment . Although they put it on the air. 
Bitch n kets . may join wfth one an~ther irL a.s~udy .OOl'lil <1-f us ,here .are lawyers we heard lhat 
·' .. " c · . carrel. Mwe l rnp6rtantly;' tfre library wtU .•·• t~i.f was a'good action. Speaking of good Samurai Bitch Ticket No. 32: I am verry 
These. tickets are .now ts;ued in tht · s.~p P!Y y consen!lng) .~dultL it ,,; Pft!de?;. / a{tior1; see Bitch<Ticket No. 323 • As far as verry angry. I wa; teaching my crass in 
111/rary .(or ,,.those who , se¢k to .,:nake,, a partic1Jtarly for brh:Jge fo11r}oltles, At '.~9 th!ti .f>izza is,, c;oncemed we are very Karate taw and the Sexes whetJ one of my 
complaint iibout some qspect of die ahim~ls; \ there is no>'prefetiince, ai least diiio,rh¢d. Wl!gerierally charge students a students committed honorable act of , 
libraiy, Many<of' the non-s<iniiiroi bitch none exp[essed by the' fjbfary :staff fo( pi~c.{ of the pie -for , smuggiing and we Benjamin Cardozo. Act where student get 
tipke{.s hovtt .appe<Jr_£q pre_vio¥sly 9n the either live or stuffe(J .repilcas: ·However!, I'. \,would've re.membered 'a Pizza.as good as .a himself so ass backwards that die from 
pages of Opinion•but to whoi,avaii? You have referred the matter, as i't is one of ,. •Bocce. As . to the Ethel . Merman starvation. Act of Cardozo particularly 
wrlte .·a COit]p/qlnt ondyou'get i:Jn tilfs'Wer. . policy, . to Saktida~ ' Roy; the ·.·Actihg -· impe;sqnator.; she sounds sorta cute to us. dangerous because it also confuse other 
Bu.t,you dqn't .get satisfaction am:/ '.y ou Director of Univer'siW'Libr~ri~s, so thatwe. You really ~em Jo be an irrascible and students who start to say things, like, .., 
don't get chopge!, · can tiave ah officaaJ posiUc>n as regards 'this. quiokJe.lT!P~n:d pe,r$()n. W6y not try to live think it is not what the duty you think it is 
. . • .. < .. . '> • . with thtise ;pei)ple and deal wi~ them on not' owed?" I am v:erry verry angry. So, 
Sq11Jurai, IJ.itqf! ,Tiqk,:ts. </itf~( j n , th.if . Bitch Ticke~ No. 437: I \\'.as x·ero~irig'Miss · theft o-ir.i JeveE ifourth floor? top here I am with my twelve students and our 
regQrq. A,{t110.)1J~ ,the:p(pf~durefotf({tngi5 n a:Friday night when all of.a . 4i:awerU;rt Yoy coul~ ,haveJ for_ insta.nce, dog i,n carr.el No. 35,7 when this student in 
mui:.h'more ·· difffiiult <is iwtltbe ei<plail/,ed; I ·: ~he'.611ry:~ jh;'d,hf:t~ti:s :~rt.'.hef,?IJen.ged;the ·u.r.;i:lergr,..iduate_men lo'a best the carrel behind us starts grumbling about 
a~iiCi(I mu.~t~ i1&enJ{?yrthe;, t1b'fa,y Wa1iiJ( y.ells)\ "~hihlust as I·· thoOghti .~· tw'6 of three falls in which toe winner gets having to study his Torts alone. So we get 
an hour of suthicomp/Q/nts. Th/{JS due to ·· nqt,, W:f~t~rl~!-'.; ..'Tttougtf ., f .:tr(ed ' to , to -throw . i:he 'unt:lergraduates out of the · verry verry angry and send in two bl~ck 
the'ldw.°aftl1~sdrnutoJ: >< .. ·.· .•.··.·.·· •, . ex~laln · tfia'i° this was an e~hibit for my . ,libraJ'Y. Oh, ifraid they would've beaten and blue belts to teach.him a leetle Karate. 
, oi:i '.'Pl;tyb'oy's ·Use of Alrbrush'jng ··· .. yo~? We get aJotof Bitch Tickets, and this (Is my accent Mexican or Japanese?) 
,~~lsif.,?'4yettistng'.'. ,t~e· per~n ~me as so miny really boil down to ego · Meanwhile, I am doing badly .. : Verry 
. ...• . ' e\ atiloU:t the h~d .·.. problems. Poor ego. tense,, have a headache, upset stomach. 
! l: ~, _iiihge, i~.;;ft '.,iI Blt~h;t) ·· ·····• ,,? ~:i:tmn:q::s~:~~in Machine in Library. 
$iy~n ··· •. ··· · >:th~. '· . tJ~rary, to hold Disco Answer: • No Reply. "This ·happened' once · 
>e If litrii# .f · ·.· ....·, . . . "'if' it is on Fridlty . before and we came to 'your door.' No 
.. ···. .:it:=~~:M,ifethe ':!~t:~ Reply.". . . . . 
imliy".,lia~e ~ . .. it ;noisy for Saturday Night Bitch' Ticket:--Hey, like,-J 
iilgi?Jti1,~niavJ"Wjlf'.c\these tlasses n,ean, ,where 'do you k~f). da ~' (>~ 
···· , · ' , '.\ ' · , Disco'P,utK Law? Hey, 1IIM t.fliH>.!~ce; it't, 
for yaiy comforta~le and 'h's-io1 'i'lice-"·ca~et 
t~''.i~ml\ivdl.i;; ~ -'~ri~ ·t(i:iw-)f'.'  > 
/y;~ nlersof Did~ . ;' ;' ~anyway, l'Jn Ji~(,,. .. ,,Of 
''ifp {ri'di~ct · .the, Dan~~; sections of the,'Co~ 'ihdJII I 
·>rJt'., 'i "; t.i;'if'ai'i'. t~ -·~?r" b!a~-;~1~ 'att~fl'm.. 
,\ ·.. ,i. .very angry.Nery anpv. Sol want to !(now
'a:'.ti-riLn~r :jf any pf the .punk li!iarian, r:um'b!e afte_t,
·.·'·':"'' <••·· .. ,·. ~. < i ., . .
' uMetf~;,t wofk .. . . , ,,,,,..• 
6t'.'1'1jegtiy 'Ariswer: · We asked 'S"ak tidas ·~oy, Acting 
,e;,i.s~~riiig ()ir~Ct!3( ,o!>Universjty t ibes,- and_ ti; t~f1 u~ 
<< nd fiis neck .we .could f_ight on 0llt own tnne 1fwe 
fh,in(su~d,'to ·wanted 'to( but ~hat- we .~o!:'ld,n'ff:ight,, o.n 
'Culture and all . his time: I explained to him -that g(!fle~~lly 
.. it~on\ on1e ' our en.Ore day is made off ig~:ting/ buf h,e 
f sbfueone said that ' was 'figh'ting of a~otti'6f hors~~qf 
'.•fdft' li~f,lfy.< i6still a .another color'ofanother'y~UO!rY ',Y,~er,~:he 
'''i> ~lb.(1se'.furiny came fi.om. ;,Basi~al,ly, what ! 11;~an ;t~ ~fY) ~ 
do a whole 'tot -that '1/-' don't unde.rstand a word~th'af- ~Y , 
". 'ire?so~ Sil.ts. I mearfy9µ V(duldn't-6,el:!,ev.e;'1~ '.~ rt . 
t'lt .w~y 1,?,! 'ofS!utt;,we,h~ve to ~tind;};p~~f!t. . .' 
;•x,- . . -- ~ 
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SCHWARTZ ON SPORTZ 
, asl(eibaJI,'COn)mi$Sioner,; 
p9pulatity 'in' ttiis, poslti,Qn is ev1~~ced'by • ,, · · 
'
0 
received .a large number of ,write:in vot~s .~r<, ,.,·,, ,,, ,,s ~~r-
Comrriissioner" in the recent ' Opini4n survey. ' . , <, ' ,_~;~·.. 1 u~dlh ~and you 
SportslaWsir~~~l:~{;;!ltQ~vetoJP~~i
..... ,f_.''" ~~- ·,::--~~ ·. _<·:.. ::>:- .. -· -.:-,~ /?"'···~~>-:•·~-<- '"'-;{:, :.'." . < ,.,. t .-~ ''. ;-, ' ., ' ~\ ...:·~ . ·- .i';\_:/: 4:~ 
N~! Wait a ~inut; , Ah~~'si;,,ii;◊wnert'il;ilira,'/'w;i e"nioined_ frcim pa,°tic_ipating '1..oc(I?' Td~tti'on' ? ': ' 
trairier? jockey? stable? , _syndi ·, · · 1fed !>ad,mal'.lpe~s at the starting · 8(Jrikruptoy . ;')ll 
by Mike Buskus claiming that it didn't have · , . ' . ., - ,. .·..· .. ··· ' · · · · 
litigate the~ issue ·of, '; · · · ·· · ·· " .· 
· As has been noted in recent article,s by ''Finality of Judgm~n,t 
Bill Brooks, the newly developing f,ield'·of seems that . this '·horse• 
S~_rtsl,~ ,s,:ems to !"~e~!;. tt,' t ,,ru!es and arguing'that h . . . 
constltut,orial doctrine may {or· perha1>s attfl~tta •· · 
stiould) be,_ incorporateO) iy r~fe.r~n~e,,t9 <1-~tt/ 
.. the rul,:s, qf sporting -_evetlts:,J his _article '•parJmlitu 
, will' ,ifr~uir, · in~ ·thd 1efti~4y? ti{ S~'Ch 1 ,.bett~rs<'.~ 
•. jucHG!al mciddV9g m t~,-fie_l~._!>f eq~str1.~p,,· 'acJY,p;{ 
·· e~e-nts. ' • , .. · ·· ; oLltlgfJti 
•,•l•::t :.(. •••• ,;;• ~; , ~·.: , . ~, 
, I ' ti~fans, it's,,R"f.t /udlca(a .,in ,£tie .!ea 
£1 ,To I, ~lo$Cly f91lo , 
, w 
, placing, and Merger showln . 
graduated from Andrew Jackson High School in the . ER team 5 
borough of Queens, and advanced t!) Hofstra University 
where he started on the school ba sketball team. He has 
been described by his friends as outgoing, helpful, b~t a bit 
too clean-cut. In this author 's opinion, Errante's most 
offensive personality trait is the fact th at he is a New York 
Yankee fan. 
OPINION : "As we come to the time for the playoffs, who 
are the present favorites to win the championship?" 
ERRANTE: "Team 9, the weaker team from the weaker 
division. The team includes Bob Fleming, Steve Gerber and 
Ira Goldfarb." 
OP: "Can you also predict the winner of the Most 
Valuable Player award?" 
ERR: "Because I don't want to influence fan voting, I 
would rather not say. " 
On his team: "Our team needs the competitive 
edge of the Commissioner's influence." 
divisig . ,, . , vision. 
As you can see fr t:igs; our·team no longer is in 
first place." 
OP: "Continuing · the conflict of interest questions -
couldrr't you suspend key players on opposing teams 
during the playoffs?" 
ERR: "I have that power. Depending on the score of 
various games, it may bewme necessary to use it." 
OP: ·"Are you ·going to have a party at the end of the 
year? " 
ERR: "Last year John Yuhas was able to get 100 dollars 
from the SBA. The money was never seen." 
OP: "If there wasn't any party, what happened to the 
$100?" 
ERR: "Ask Yuhas. Rumor has it that he used it to pay for 
a new cycle." 
On Women: "The Leig~e Office. feels tl,!i ;iZe. 
game is- too rough for dainty women. ': ' ·· · 
I' 
faculty. Is thiHight?" 
ER~: "That's right." , ,,,, 
OP: "Who would be on the student team?" 
ERR: "An all star team, selected by the playe1s " 
* * * * * 
THIS IS A CHALLENGE to the rest of the Law School -
The Schwartz on ·Sportz All Star softball team has been 
formed and is awaiting opponents who wish to play as 
soon as the snow melts. Persons organizing opposing teams 
should contact Michael Schwartz by leaving a note at the 
Opinion office. · 
,, . ·'' . . 
\ .. 
I
--~----...·-·. .,.,,.,.~.-~.,.,....~ ~""""'--
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· -~n you carry• a ctun~? Y~fr services ;lre . 
lhi ,~;<iif;;\A.¾,f:' . ._,,,;';<·.,·,on cfiavls ' 1 required _if we are to rid this lnstitution of 
. \ ii{ ?hi}V~i y.du .evir:; . -:< . ., ,, . .. /'/i~A t>4 Y>t•' . -~- . ., . the vestiges of sexism. If our demands are 
by men wh6 claim youi spind' too much ' . .. . g (n?, that's not supposed..tq'' b .. -<>tll{ow ;,s tht :ilme for adfon! Don't be not met we propose the following action: 
time in the bathroom fo do what you have 'exciting') male. After seven'' minutes- ·of · afraid,, fu ,stand up, ' for this is~ue, We are 1) A massive protest rally will be 
to do?-Well, we're C!!ltain that you have tortuous, expe~t_'cross-examination at our entitled· to complain- about such blatant staged in the first floor men's room. 
been. Anq doesn't it burn you up the way hands he confessed that the coast .was sexism. We hereby announce the formation 2) We shall picket all O'Brian's men's 
'they' condescend to you by saying, "Gee, clear. At that, these authors risked both ok'ALLWET, · the Association <?f Legal rooms (from the inside, of course). 
it took you twice as long as it took rrie. life and ljmb for a cause we believe in as w~ Ladies who Want. Equal -Toilets. Join now 3) And, for our final action, we plan a 
Guess it's because I didn't stop to burst through tf.le·_men's room door. and- unite! If the administration at this takeover of all library bathrooms by 
GOSSIP." We were_completely overwhelmed. by,.; -universily : thinks it can appease us by women. We feel this is fair in that it is the 
We are :sick and tired of this shit. what we, saw.! •The urifairni:ss of it all! Are 1'11lltely,·i-nstalling two new•towel machines, only way to equalize facilities at this time. 
First of all, it's not a race •. And secondly, you ready for this? . We saw not one, not they-have another think coming. Of course, women do have hearts. If it is a 
we are not all at the same starting gate. two, not three, not four, but FIVE, count We can't wait for the ERA to matter of life and death, men will be 
Ri&ft! about now you musJ be asking •~'!1, FIVE ~?II~, not to menti_on the five straigh~n out th_is mess; We _therefore permitted to utilize ~e library bathrooms. 
hell these two _,urmals. , Thts gp1~ , the men ,,.m the,Ja~ den:ia11d a sumn-nt: meeting with Dean However, do not thmk we are pushovers. 
, ',;,S(:hool-/' • n;.oP,p<>:r~pit:ies ' · ielC to.,mtgotia :C a :_$ettlement, We All books arid other reading mater-ials will 
. ..• 'e ,placl}. on , ' ~ confiscated.ar the bathroo01. ,doors. We 
.., • , f_' ; ~re . ,fu~Ot<PT1lP;mitf tir'giv~ :~ :-~~\l/7' . 
J-,· , -. -< { . ,-' ·•<' l"t .. ... ''' ffi ,,. ;
"'-;;;!1111} -, " ,J\~c~ _, _.:,r; .r,'.; \ ;: 
_ cl~ett_ts ,~:o.f ,'_ar'in-tl.);arm• C9tn • , , _ "' • 
m --,vhy erupt whenever . an 'tl'itdergraduate cuts -<in 
e''-strong-en6ugtr on the :waiting ljne. 
lasses' all the-way to 
V . fact, we are quite So as not to offend any one group, we 
t"' 
Cl> . . . . . . . . • . . · at .they did' not line the approached the A.S.M.L.S. (Association of 
it aJ[~begari ' l~te,_~ni: ;eyi nlm~ ,~ w~. law students'" and then nope that the, hallways ;.,;th cotJches or perhaps construct Short Male Law Students) · and ' asked if 
approacqedi; .,loijn '. li,o(i,H4;f}{lfiari: 'j\frer - 'pressuriis'· will .ent.QU,ta_ge .· tl!~m to. ,gPc,.to',9 '.Bti,ajti•wjtti ,ruh~r rooms to-cushion our · they would object to being included in our 
flnding: _i~choii;e}faftdnfs;.,oj:in>!-ot 1; we ~ &ldy .Hall, where •they'll 'have an e<qua,t · ~i~. We' won't\ accept fllO~ tokenism in article. Their little spokesperson rather 
cautiou~y-procee'ded to the 1arget area. We shot at the bathroom facilities (and then as the form of one couch and .two extra towel abruptly informed us that we were full of 
~ehal~~Y stati~n~d ou~lves (!Utside long , as they .are over there enroll in the _machines! Nor will we be silenced into shit. We replied that we wouldn't' be if we 
the second floor,·-me s room,,and accosted , educa,tion department). · _ sub.mission because we_have a couch and had a few -more 'stalls to play around with. 
. .-: : ·,. t .• >:;:~ ·:tr)~¥dH~~r 
. . 
OPI . , N SprinfFling Issue 
ish''a 
topy 
e 
follow-
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;Culinary Counsellng ., .. , . '. ., 
... 
,·P-ASTA~ A Goom Wa~;JO-'St8iif/ 
by Paul Suozzi 
As a raw material, pasta is unsurpassed 
in its versatility. There is no question that 
you could serve it every day for a year and 
never repeat a sauce. Now, I don't have 
365 recipes to call on, nor would I want to 
burden yol! with all of them if I did, but I 
would like to relate a few of my favorites. 
The first one takes a little time to prepare 
(especially if you make your own pasta), 
and I usually save it for company. The 
other two are real quickies that can be 
prepared in the time it takes to cook the 
pasta. 
LASAGNE ALLA MAMMA SUOZZI 
Credit where credit is due, I have to 
give it ali to my mother. Though she never 
wrote it down for me, nor did she ever 
explain the process involved, I cannot say 
that the recipe I use is my own. The first 
time I made lasagne it was from the 
memory of having seen my mother prepare 
it so many times. This is how it goes . .. 
To make a 9" x 13" pan of lasagne 
you will need: 
a 3-egg batc)h of pasta all'uovo (see 
Opinion, March 2 
or, 1 lb. package of lasagne 
1 lb. mozarella cheese 
1 l.b. ricotta cheese 
1 egg 
l:':"~l:1...m,... ,h..~ 
¼ tsp. salt · 
¼tsp.pepper 
1½ qts. of your favorite tomato SaUCl: 
(meat or meatless.) .·' .. . . . . ·. ' 
eventu4\llt;dev~l_op~ .,his/h,er '!,wn for~tJla, 
2) ,1 gU~~t19:n the .al>1h ty,to,r,ellably,folJow a 
sauce r!cipe, sine~ 1' ha~e never !)een a.bl_e 
to ·duphcate 0 my m9!~~(.~ ~p.,d;~~J i)r ~1119 , 
of sa~'-~,,~9u _use is ~<>t c,:ucial'. as any good 
sauce ~!J: iowelLw.,th this re~IJ)!:l, 
He~e,i iir-, ...~or .t~?,Se .w~_o '~~Y,. i:iey~r 
l:iavt: iJl~de .. the1r own ~uce, this ,s tiow I 
usual\y ;gp about it. Generally, I m~ke a 
~-- • 
meatless sauce; started by sauteeing 
chopped onion and garlic in olive oil, in the 
bottom of a poL To this I add 2, 28 oz. 
cans of whole peeled tomatoes and one 6 
oz. can of tomato paste. (I put the 
tomatoes through a blender or a food mill 
tQ._ make the sauce smoother and to hasten 
the cooking time.) I season this with basil 
and rosemary, brin·g it to a boii, then turn 
down th-e- heat and simmer it for about 2 
hours (stirring occasionally). 
The sauce should be prepared before 
you put the rest of the process in motion. 
When the sauce is·J eady, put a large pot of 
water on to boil (at least 5 quarts). While 
this is heating, put the ricotta cheese into a 
bowl, add the egg, basil, parsley, parmesan 
cheese, salt and pepper, and mix weli. Also 
add one ladle of sauce to this mixture, 
blend in and set aside. Take the mozarella 
.cheese, grate it coarsely (using the second 
largest holes on a four-sided grater), and.set 
aside. 
When the water boils, · add five 
teaspons of salt and.about one tablespoon 
of oil (to keep the pasta from sticking). 
Cook the lasagne noodles until al dente 
(Opinion,t_Mk~h ~), _stitrhring .frtaeq~en,!1y to 
prevents 1c mg. !-(rain e pas · tn a 1arge 
colander, then rinse briefly wi,th cold water 
to aid in quick handling. Now you are 
ready to assemble your creation. 
Coat the bottom of the pan with a 
this pan · is 4 g~nerous. portions, .,with 
seconds included. (T,bere will always be 
calls for seconds.) If there is any left over, 
don't hesitate to reheat iL In fact, I've 
found that lasagne holds together better 
wlien it has been cooked. a second time. If 
you are in a hurry, try it without reheating. 
(You may even be tempted to eat it for 
breakfast!) 
The. object' is to have everything ready to · 
put together 'just as the pasta is ·done. Put 
• five quarts of water on to boH. White this'is 
.heating, break the ~ggs into a bowl an·s:i add 
the cheese, basi1; · salt arid pepper.'. Beat 
well. Then cut the bacon info J:ilte-sized 
pieces and fry them in a small pan ill a low 
temperature. Add the garlic to the bacon.a 
few minutes before the pasta is done. (If 
you prefer not to use bacon as I often do:· · 
saute the garlic in two table.spoons of 
butter or' oil instead): When the pasta is ol 
dente, drain it and dump it 1nto the bowl 
and ·containing the egg mixture'. (It' ,is a 
good idea to keep this bowl in a warm oven. 
until this time so that the pasta will not ~e 
cooled by the 'bowl). Pour the bacon 'and · 
garlic, then toss quickly until the pasta is 
well coated. Serve immediately. 
AGLIO, OLIO, PEPERONCINO / 
. GARLIC, o..lL, RE~ PEf!E~ 
"" ♦ .t11i111Ji11 
■· .,,.,,, . . · .~•.· 41o.t. ~i.  /·~•~ 
,,, ...,_ ..ar~ . '·~ 
SPAGHETTI ALL:A CARBONARA, 
ALLA MAMMA ·ot;GLI INNOCtNTI 
Literally, this is spaghetti', char~al 
This is ari old stand:by, very easy ti;> 
prepare, and be~t served. with thio 
spaghetti. To.serve four you wi'1 need: 
. fl- tbsp. -01ive oil 
2 cloves qf garlic, chopped .. · 
crushed red pepper 
rn asrn<1II saucepan, tieat the olive oil to a 
maker's .style, though I don't know wtiat loW, ternperature and add the gar,lic ard·_red . 
;:.~:.~:;;:;,;t!~:~1!ii: ~~::Ji; l~t~i.~:£~\si~~l ~~t~i~~7lft~'iiic 
Spread a layer · of the rico'tta .- mixture favorites since the first time I tried it added. 1nt;1jvidual!Y<J flhe table • ., , there 
evenly over the pasta. Cover this with. a during my sojourn in ·siena, lialy . Marnma .arej,e,:sons pre~h.t w,hose t;l$t,¢~ &'.,ou -<1(f 
I purposely leave"tlfu thbic&6 f sauctfup io~ continue fhf\ f ccµi ~ Ory,~~Yg(i ·have i .J ~ca~ canibe ~ ~ qi,Dckl~~i' \ i .·· . ii: .arW ~t '.  
the individual for three re<1Sons: 1) Sauce is total of four tayer~. Try to budget your . The rt.1le of thumb is one eggJontslice- ; coat ... . ... ta/ ~oct,~,erve. 
a very p~rsona! tnatt(l[ . and ' eyeryo~. ' i{l~rv~9ie.nt\}?, tha.t ,yo_u,.will -~,?~~ ~· , ~~~1~ F Qf. bl!COJl ,,~d;,(9~p ijbl\:wi;wn.. of..:$l~ted ' ~~mem~r!;Ji~!f~h th~c 
thin .layer .of sauce, then sprinkl~ e~enly Degli lnn()j;i:~ti mad,e it .:,,  t l.east' Ci!)Ce a. ., ... aiar wlih) When th 
with mozarella. J~~gi}'l again'.i,yjd,J pasta an~ . w.eek ,'.ii ~it{0n Jtial(flJ)aiotaine(!:; la,fgeJy/ ' it i nd'~ .. 
a_mo~nt !~r :~,ac~) ~'te,';;,.,!lt pa,yJ. l? ~'7%! i? ~tie~se. 1p,¢t11~fV!n,&~1;~f;wP~t+<Y.:Ii~if .., ;, A E'.(tJ• 
''.~t]e ~)!:~:a, mozar~fla in rese~e fo( ttie top, ···. amQunt o(gi!rlic, pastlr ~/;,t ;~d;pfPPrf\!~ 
s1n.~e It 1s aest~e~1c~ll.v pie~~?' and heirs , , , t_,o,,~a,5-t~),.;f,;,W!Y(! 4¥9ff;~ill oeepi ' ;, ; 
t?..~.o:,,er ~nr r~us~a,k,~ 1) .. , , .~ , ,· 4 -e~<r . ,JUff. ..:, ;'.i .> . ... , ....• 
.. , The l;t.~~n!•~ ~~k~ at_ 350 degreesf?.f , :i.~i\ sta,ted;pann~~p J hee_~ ,,1\g\{ .• ··.'J,• 
about 39 mmut~s or unti! , l he A;:heese !S .·•· ,.,4 sh~et of~a.cqn ·:t}'t'.n , y,,,t;,!JS,;:y 
. ~!!ed;.',~ ,ti~ ma~ ~e COVf~d,,an~ f ro,~~n . , ,2 f 19y~ ,~f~gatlj~,;pfipp~d\ . 
for fat.er use. (1t .w,H taJce a little lo!l&er._to •.· 
cook after refrigeration). The yield from -. 
, :,· • 
La~.:':Revue-: Sunc;ta,.y _Match ,.1x9' , 
.,..,., ,,., . : , . . ' . 
· -~·,;_.,._.,.,,,..~K-k.. "", .,. j tmg by Faculty q,orus, .stu4eot ,s~~r-s, ) ncj 
' q{µses anfmixt'uresofth,e~o;.1 l.J ,n~·gr,tl 1( JaYo~ , Zanglein and ' Bob · ·· 
ser have b~en ,doipg .th.e bulk 
arranging and accompar,iimen. 
• .,, . . ,· __ .·_ 1, \, 
,'. ;The•'pit;~i nd•iill f~)l~tiJreJ-1 
. Guardi on bass, 13i1J -FJ1o~j(ill9"
' , ·tanC ein , and ·Kai~;~ > ' ... ~ 
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½tss,A iasil , +·,,/ii)<,:,\';
sat't:ai:ld ~pper to.taste?,, > 
_<· ·:>? · ~-:-;r./i .:('·:-,.i-.. -· ·..-·' 
p;i$ta ls- -q/ 
•.. ·•···•·· .·•·.•v··~.:.•..·.·ut•····.. ot•;.,·•.··.·.•.•·.·.·· . 
.·. 
hour, a 
· 
P•nlne 
.,.. 
·' 
Research an<;J Writing:
. -
Mix · .:ReaCt · . i ra ·. '· .use · et1ng· 
by Carol Gardner used materials fully ~vailable on the open 
. shelves rather than putting them on 
"A harangue." That's how one student reserve. McKinney's 'is on reserve because 
characterized tpe F_ebruary 27th meeting the librarians fear it would always end up 
, of the Legal ~esearch and Writing course. missing. A statute was found to be razored 
Not everyone held the same view., out of one of the ~olumes of McKinney's . . 
Kathleen Carrick, a law school librarian, The librarians c1ren't sure, but they think it 
called V a "good". meeting, because it occurred right after the meeting with the 
generated direct' student comments about students. · · · , 
the law library and its services. Professor Kaplan said he wasn't 
Another student" described the surprised, but he was saddened. He 
discussion' as "a basic waste of time." One explained that he felt the meeting was 
teaching assistant was distu~bed by the , necessary because students .were more 
amusement that the meeting generated'.' likely to catch the wrongdoers thal) the 
The first-year students we·re called instructors were. 
together for a meeting by P~ofeSSQ!S-­ Some students disagteed with this 
Kaplan and .Greiner and the teaching statement. Their comments ranged from 
assistants to discuss the problems that had "it will just make tho.se people who are 
developed in the use Qf the law library. doing it more secretive and more difficult 
r Beginning in early February, the -library to catch," to "I didn't need to be told to 
staff noticed that numerous pocket part caught stealing or vandalizing any of the does exist .and u'nethical attorneys find take action about [sic) someone who was 
supplements, especially those to Abbott's materials. ~ themselves isolated from the rest of the ripping out pages. I would hav~ · done 
Digest, were missing. Pages from the The delay of the meeting meant tJrar ' profession. Peer pressure ··.is th.I: only way something regardless of the meeting." 
l00&eleaf New York Code of Rules ·and many stud.ents had already completed .their the profession has to stay dose and it is a · The meeting also prompted one ( 
Regulations, as well as pages from the case research and were no longer using1 library common way .for a law school to deal with student to question the ethics of the 
reporter, had also · disappeared. Caches of materials by the time. the meeting was held. a prob1em." · ·Section I faculty members who, at the 
the Federal and New York reporters were This . f~ct gave rise to one student's time , had not finished grading 
also foufid in carrels and in other places in comment that, "it ·was useless because it Ms. Carrick ·said, "Libr~ries always examinations. That remark brought 
the library. [ the meeting) was after the fact." have th!!, problem of pilferage, but in , a applause from many of the students in the 
The librarians wanted to call the Others feit that the meeting 'was still professional school, we expect students 'to ·audience: Professors Greiner·and Newhouse 
meeting in order to impress students with useful. ,he· occasion gave rise to a act professionally. We're trying to help agr.eed that the tardiness in grading by 
the severity of the problem .. The teaching discussion of ethics and ; lhll legal you, to \give the.best services-we can, to get some members of the faculty brought 
assistants suggested · that the 1gen_eral profession. One teaching instructor got the you the materials. It's blatantly selfish or embarrassinent to the rest of the facu_lty. 
meeting..be l:lelayed in order to save class impression students think the law school sel,f.:centered to not ·care about the rest of They insisted that they had tried to put 
tim~. Instead, the inst_ructors attempted to experience is atypical and that in the "real the students and. the community." · pressure on those ' colleagues to act more 
inform each writing group about the world" everyone uses whatever means are ;, J~~' ,li~r~ri~ns ~ant} o ry,ake he~vi!Y ,, responsibly. 
- ' t l ,· • .. 'l , ..., .. , . 
- ·News Analysis: · ' · ' 
. 'I 
.,MactHatt~r's.~ea l?artyiWithout A..Quorum: ·. 
: . by·J.R. -Drexelius . 1 - • ,. ·i~sue,· John-Batt, a" new Third Ye1.'r" Pir~ior, 'raise.cl t h,e :no illegal .p,raciices,'.' said Shapiro, attempting to defeat his 
1 
f1'.• l'-!\z' :···i·, - ~r, ,·_!" · 'poiilt 1that 'thel'ew~en_ot 'enougtt o(d ,i,9ar~meJti.biri '.fo.'..~v.:nnw\i6p,~'- ., ·• : ·:. , ...,, _ ,.' •.• ,. 
The old BQard of Directors of SBA triecftooonduct a constitute a qi.lortim: !' '"• .,. " .: ·. .. •• , . . J. Ted Do_novari claimed, "My understanding is that · 
meeting last week. The· old ·board attem~ted to confi~m , '· •· :There followed.. ~rguments bt{_tw~n ~ewly el~c~e,~ ,. mr ,p'1,on_~ j s,s~~ w~.~.~r'~~gh-~ ~~ .~.w? ~eeti.~~~ ~g~•-a~d-l~~t .., _ 
the new ·board, but found they _lack_ed a quorum !O .Pres1den.t Andy C6sentjno and out~oing directors Mike meeting completely dealt with l:iy the ~BA. ' , , 
· conduct any official business; The board also attempted to · · Buskus and Gary DeWaal over the ,adequacy of notice of David Alexander ·asked someone to restate the 
ban ·the ·press from1-the meeting in an attempt to meet in the meeting for old directors. controversy in order to refresh his memory. He was 
. secret session. . · . . , · ·F~llowih~ thl quibbling,. the moti~n to go int?· informed , that since the_ ma~ter wa~ d~lt with i~ , .c~~t. 
· The move to go into secret proceeding~ failed when executive session passed ,6-1 with Cosentino and DeWaal session, and it would be illegal to break the col)fident1allty 
Opinion challenged the board's authority as violating the abstaining. . . of the executive session, he could not have his memory 
New York State Open Meetings L~w. Wh'en the board attemptpd to eject OpirJion's reporter, refreshed. ' 
The new directors. were aghast at the procedures and the State 's Sunshine Law was invoked. The board was ; Alexander pointed out the ludicracy of the situation." 
debates of the old board. They watched as various unprepared for this attack on its proceedings. . Sine~ this body will probably never again go into executive · 
outgoing directors seemed to be talking out of both sides Mr. Cosentino claimed that even if the reporter stayed session over this matter, how do I find out abOlH it?" 
of their mouths. ll was obvious the old board cared far for the cl.osed session,. he couldn't write about what he The board refused to address the issue, instead voting 
more about procedure than any regard for the substantive heard. He claimed the situation was similar to the story in on Shapiro's motion. The motion to form the investigatory ' 
issues before it. the last Opinion on fa:c·ulty appointments. That story was committee was defeated 2-2, with 4 abstentions. 
, Jhe newly elected bo;.,.d was not allowed to vote 011 censored, Cosentino said. · Mr. Cosentino asked permission to di•scuss the 
any· of . the issues. They became spectators in a This reporter disputed that interpretation of the allegations made by · Paul ~uozzi in his letter about 
performance which rivaled the Mad Hatter's Tea Party for Sunshine lcaw. [Note:' the New_York StateOp_e"nMeeting Cosentino's election practices. [See Letter to the Editor, 
lunacy. ' Law resiricts · the reporting in public meetings of three page 2.) 
"I would .say that meeting made the Tower of Babel areas; Contract negotiations, the hiring and placement of ,Suozzi said _he was not involved in a malicious attack 
look like show· and tell," said a newly elected board handicapped, and disc;ussion ·_about the hiring and firing of on Mr. Cosentino, rather he was concerned that the 
member-. · personnel. It does not ri:strict -any other reporti"ng on irregularities, no matteF how well intentioned, hurt the 
Jim Maloy, John· Batt, and Tom Benaer, all newly public meetings.] credibility ~f th~ SBA. . . . . 
elected directors, issued the following statement to When it became cl~ar that Opinion's reporter would Outgoing director Buskus, in . a running battle with 
Opinion: · not leave, and would report on every.thing said in the Cosentino all night, ~greed with _Suozzi, and put a moti~n 
"It would take only a few such meetings to turn the secret session, Cosentino saw no purpose for the Board to on the floor to confirm all elect1on,results except those m 
. apathetic into seasoned cynics. Hopefully, the incoming .continue to meet in closed session._-- ' the _pr~side~tial race. , . . . 
. .board ·will be able to avoid some of the problems cre_ated The vote to come out of the closed session was 6-1 D1scuss1on followed in which 1t was pointed out that, 
by rigid adherence to the letter, while ignoring both the .with DeWaal and Cosentino abstaining. if Mr. Cosentino had not been near th~ poll, the election 
spirit .and purpose, of Robert's Rules and the Constitution Cosentino.•· pointed out that the Board, lacking a would not: hav,e happe~ed. "Outgoing Third Yea~ Directors 
of the organization itself." - • , . · quorum, had two options. If could either_ adjourn and did .~ot run t~'e elect1?n and, as a result, the '.)ob fell on 
The meeting opened with a request • to move , into reconvene when a quorum of old directors was present, or me, C?sentino claimed. The new _President had 
Executive session. Brenda Bodenstein explained this would it could adopt the election results on an.advisory basis and permission from the board to run the elect1011J,.the war he 
be a clo~d meeting with the press ·excluded. The outgo!ng let the new board approv~ the results of the meeting. ~id. ~ost a~reed the President-Elect had run the elections 
vice president claimed the purpose of this secret meeting A number ~f old directors felt the old ~ard had to in an 1mpart1al _way_. , . . 
• was to inform the new members of matters which the old adopt the election results. It was finally decided the .old . Buskus w1thdre\\'. his motion when Cathy Kam~!"• 
board felt should b~ confidential. board would m~t in two-~ree days ·.for the spe~ial incomi~g V~ce Pre~dent, was successful in a~endi~g 
Lewis Steele, a newly elected Sf!cond Year Dicector, _purpose of ~opting the election resul~s. [That meetmg Busk~s motion to include acceptance of the pres1dent1al 
tioned the need to go into closed sessio_n without took place on-Monday, March 13; see article, page · .) election results . 
. ques f lanation ' • The board continued to conduct business. However, The board also decided to hold the run-off election 
mort~ an exp.dealing · with matters involving people's since it lack~d a quorum, all its decisions are advisory only, fo} Secretary today and tomorrow, March l~d 17. 
· ; areutions" said Ms Bodenstein. She added the and non-binding. · As the meeting droned on into its secon~PfJ-5:: di~ th m' tter shoµld not be made public at this Mike Shapiro presented a motion to appoint an newly elected SBA member observed loudly, "Nothing has 
~- ar e e a . \ investigatory committee to look into Mr. Cosentlno's happened l\,er'e tonight" Someone shot back, "Noth Ina has 
tim\ th d" may and consternation of the ~ board affairs, reprdina first, _his conduct-·at the recent election happened hel"e in two years.", 
m ~ - ~ is · t ~lowed to vote on the motion to and second, the misuse of funds, specifically tbe misuse of · · And so it goes. Hopefully, once the new board !"leets 11em s, ey were ic:., . ~ 1'1ephone fl.Inds. . . , at its fint sanctioned meetln1, it wlll have learned from the 
II> ~ex-:~v:.:in& board ;ttemp~ to vote ondie n1 think the committee is unnece~ and would find old board how not to run a meeti~g. 
March '16, 1,11 Opinion 
library pr.oblems and warned their students 
of _ the possible sancti0ns if they · were 
~ 
available to get ahead. 
She said, "a real standard of ethics 
.Sorry,, .wrong number,. 
TELEPHONE LOG / SBA OFFlCE PHONE 
· July 17 - August 12, 1977 
• , ... r .; .... .{ i._ , 
Sunday, July 17, 1977 
Time.._ Destination ofCall Amount 
6:'53 Yorkstown Heights, N.Y.2.27 . 
7:47. . Yale lriformation 1 · 1.57 
7:-53 New York, New York .67 
7:55 · Queens, N~w York*** 5 .26 
8:18 Lexington, Mass. · J0.60 
8:26 Yale Dorm Room*. .31 
20.68 
Monday, July 18, 1977 
f:50 New York, New York 2.36 ' 
2:55 Yale Information L80 
3:03 Yale Dorm Room .48 
3:04 Lowell, Mass.** ' .81 
7:49 Lowell, Mass. 3.31 
8:04 Yale Dorm Room 22.62 
31.38 
Tuesday, July 19, 1977 
2: 15 New York, New Yor.k 2.36 
8:05 Queens, New York*** .94 
8:08 Lowell, Mass.. 4.81 
7.05 
Wednesday, July 20, 1977 
3:45 New York, New York 3.42 
3:54 Cambridge, Mass. 2.13 
6:01 · Yale Information - .48 
7:33 Lowell, Mass. 3.31 
·7:48 Valleystream, N.Y. · 6'.07· 
8:16 Lowell, Mass.. .2.24 
8:25 Yale Dorm Room .31 
-·1-8.44 
. r·Friday:,July ,22, 197!7'" , ;, · 
\ , 
· 4:41 - Lowell, Mass. 3.45 
Saturday, .July 23, 1977 · 
6:28 Queens, New York*** .67 
6:32 Lowell, Mass. .45 
1.12 
Sunday, July 24, 1977 
11 :36 am Yale Dorm Room .19 · 
11 :38 am Yale Dorm Room .19 
11 :40 am Bridgeport, Conn. 3.88 
12:09 Queens, New York*** 3.64 
8:04 Yale Dorm Room 1°0.60 
6.10 . 
2.29 
· ,. 8.39 
8:53 Lowell, Mass. i.45 
Friday, Augu·st 5, 1977 , 
1:28, NewYork;NewYork 1.30 
. 28.1 b . 1:·30 New York, New Yor~ 1.30 
.-i:31 Yalelnformation - -1.14 
Monday, July 25, ·1977 
9:08 Quee,ns, New Yor'k 7.H 
·1:35 Queens, New York · 1.30 
3.52 .' : -2:20 : Lowell, 'Mass. · 2.197:43 Lowell, Mass. 
7.83
"Tuesday, July 26, 1977 
8:23 Lowell, Mass. 4.60 
_Monday, August 8,_1977 
6:56 Lowell, Mass. .31 
/ 
' Wednesday, July 27, 1977 . . -6:5T 
.Yale-Dorm Room .3-1 
3:31 · Yale Information :48 7:08_ Lowell, Mass. 2.88 
3:32 · Yale Admin . Office 2.46 8:19 Xale Dorm Room 22;83
3:39 New York, New York 1.&3 i 10:06 Queens, New ·Y?rk*** 3.91 
.4:41 Lowell, Mass. ~1.80 
9:03 Lowell, Mass. .31 30.24. 
9.32 Lowell, Mass. ?.39 ' 
Tuesday, August 91 1977 14.27', 5:52 Lowell, Mass. ·3.10 
6:07 Valleystream, N.Y. 7.42 :. 
Friday, July 29, 1977 
·4:43 Yale Dorm Room .48 10,52 
4:49 Lowell, Mass. 9.06 
8: 10 Yale Dorm Room .31 Wednesday, August 10,'1977 
8:02 ' Lowell, ·Mass. 3.95 
9.85 
Saturday, July 30, 1977 1i.hursday; August ll~ 1977 
· 1:42 Lowell, Mass. .19 8:00 .Yale Dorm Room -'2.67 
1:44 Yale Dorm Room .19 8)2 Valleystream, N.Y. 5.80 
2.53 Lowell, Mass. 2.17 8:34 Queens, New York*** 3.110 
-8.:54 - Queens, New York*** .67 
, I , ,• l , 2.,55 8:59 Yale Dor,,,; ~oom 11.25 
9:51 Yale Dor.m Room 
- 3.52 
Sunday, July 31, 1977 
7-:49 Yale Dorm Room .31 27.01 
7:50 ,,. .· .. ,Lowell; .Mass. · 5.46 , :·:.,, ,,: t . , 
10:09 Yale Dorm Room .31 Friday, August 11, 1977 
9:20 am - Queens, New York 1.30 
.. j, • ,. t ' 6.08 ' 9:21 am , New York / New York ·1.30 
·10: 19 am· Ne'w York, New York 6.07
'Monday, August 1, 1977 . _ 
11 
•.' • 7:45 . · · Lowell, Mass'. ·- . (60 8.67 
8:05 Yale Dorm Room 3.74 
8:24 Yale Dorm Room .52 TOTAL Long Distance Charge·s, July 17 - Aug. 12 · 
. $2.85.55 . 
8.82 EXPLANATION OF CALLS: 
Tuesday, August 2, 1977 
1: 54 · · Lo~ell, M~ss. 
.81 * Of the 20 calls to the Yale Dorms, 19 were to 
·the same room, the one exception was a call for 
Wednesday, August 3, 1977 $.19. 
2:06 Lowell, Mass. 4.4,4 '** All calls- to Lo~ell, Mass. ·we.re to ·the same ·· 
2: 20 Queens, New York 1.30 number. 1 . 
7:29 Yale Dorm Room 17.04 ***Number , in Queens, N.Y., of former S.B.A. 
8:49 Lowell, Mass. _ · 5.88 veasurer, J~ff Licker. . -
All calls were in the afternoon or evening unless 
- 28.66 marked "am'.': . · 
BUFFALO LEGISLATION PROJECT 
is holding an ·, ,, 
OPEN HOUSE 
Thursday, March 16 from·9:00a.m. to·5:00p.m. 
Summer phone bill . ... 
- continued from page one 
Cose11tjno claimed he had no knowledge that his wife had made 
any long distance phone calls in July and August. 
After talking with Cosentino, Ms. Bernstein expanded upon her 
earlier statement to Opinion. "Jeff [Licker] and I assumed the [fiscal] 
year was from September to,September," she said. 
''Bas~ally, it is our fault Andy didn't know about the earlier bill," ·. 
.Bemstein indicated,
- ,,., An ~alysis Qf the telephone log for the 30 days from mid July to 
rqid ~UIIJSf indicates. that almost all the calls were either made by the 
SU'le person, or'wlth other persons' knowledge. ~ 
The c;;dls to Lowell, Mass. were often made minutes apart from the . 
calls to the Yale Dorm rooms. Moreover, calls to Licker in Queens and, .., 
Cosentino's home in Valley Strea~ were also made·at the same time 
calls were tmde to Yale ~d Lowell. . . 
For example, 'on July ·19; 1977, a three-minute phone call .was , 
made to Licker in Queens. Tod call was made between 8:05 and 8:08; · 
At 8:08,esomepne talled Lowell, Mais. ·, .,, ' ' · i . 
Long distance-calfs were made·almost everyday from July 1t to­
August 12 On one day. In July, calls totalling $313'8 were·made. i\ ... 
Monday in August yfeldeda phone b~' of $30.24. , • · 
Page ten 
Everyone is invited·to comp up and learn abou't 
BLP..Information·on how to apply for mem~_ership 
· will be available. . 
Refreshments will be served. 
.-
. 
I. 
by Tim Cashmore -~ Headri,;k ' said he would be . 
"d\sat,pointed" if Allen decided . 
- It may be the law school's • to stay at Iowa. "I think this law 
nature to· attract talented young . school has a brighter future," he 
law. professors, only to h_ave them . said, "because of the ·strong 
. leave after they have -been at•the · faculty we're building, .of which 
State University of Buffalo for a Allen is a oart." 
few years. 
That possibility was· suggested · If Allen is offered a position at 
by Associate- Professor Ronald -· Iowa, he said there will be more . 
Allen_, who· recently announced factors in his. decision than salary · 
· that .he woi.ifd be ser<ing next year , and resources alone. For instance, , 
as a visiting law professor at the he will have to compare the 
University of l_owa ·after four "quality of life" ¥ Buffalo and 
years at UB. lowaCity. · . 
"It's difficult for the law In addition, Allen finds that 
school to match outside offers UB's "schizophrenic existence for 
when·professors become attractive ·the last five or six years is 
to other schools,'" he said. detrimental. It impacts negatively 
. Allen noted that the school ·rrmdl chav/s . on ~ - educational mission.' It 
suffers somewhat "in regard to hi addition, Headrick wants to removes the 'feelihg' of a 
~laries, researct-. money, research tie tenure to promotion, so that · university setting." -
assistants, secretaries and .library the granting of tenure would 
One of Iowa's primeresources, but added° that there elevate a person to full 
attractions, he said, was . that ithas noticeable improvement professorship. 
"campus," meantrecently, especially. in tJie areas of . He noted next year will see the had a which 
_speakers, events and-major collegesalaries and research money. · return of two UB professors - · 
Dean Thomas Headrick agreed Martin E. Lybecker and Louis A. sports. 
Allen insisted that he was notthat other Jaw schools -look to. Del Cotto - who left last year: 
Buffalo for law professors. "Any Meanwhile, Allen has become leaving because tie was 
disillusioned with the law school.
' law school like ours," he _said, the first professor of the year to 
"that has concentrated on going announce his departure.' The fear _"This is a good ' law school," he 
said. "One of the few as good asafter, strong young faculty that there could be a repeat of last 
its reputation. It has tremendousmembers and whose reputation year - ·when eight professors left 
among law schools ·is stronger the law school - was strengthened potential, a diverse faculty, which 
makes it interesting, andtharr its overall reputation is a by the Dean's admission that "a 
personally, I've been productiveprime target,. for other law schools couple" other, professors had 
here."looking . for good 'faculty spoken to him about leaving. He 
members." · declined to reveal their names. 
Headrick said that the law Allen emphasized that . he But, noting the failure of the 
school is gettirig closer to intends, at this time, tQ return to state to ,continue .construction at 
changing this condition. He said a Buffalo in a year. "There's an Amherst, he said, "there is a risk 
proposal has been made to Albany eighty percerit chance that I'll be · _that the state system is letting its 
for a separate .salary scale for law back;" he said. But,he ~ade clear best segment - ttie University of 
professors in an attempt to make - that he would consider any Buffaio - go ·untended or, 
UB more ··, mractive in that permanent offers which the perhaps more than that, 
respect: · University of Iowa might ,mak_e. deteriorate." 
SBA Investigation· . - -. . continued from page one 
Secretary Andrew Cosentino. Three SBA officials ~is wife were actually made by 'Cosentino; (2) that 
informed Opinion that DeWaal presented a mc_>tion he (DeWaal) along with Buskus had good evidence to 
to charge a committee to impeach Cosentino as support this position and (3) to · the best of his 
Secretary, This motion · was ·defeated. In addition, knowledge, all phone bills were not as yet paid back. · 
the SBA gave. Cosentino a "vote of confidence." It On March 5 at approximately 9:30 pm, Buskus 
appeared that a majtirity.of the SBA was'satisfied by confirmed the existence of evidence allucled to by 
Cosentino's explanation· regarding .the circumstances . DeWaal an March 4 and offered to furnish said 
surrounding the phone calls in conjunction with-his · evidence at a March 6 meeting to be attended by 
willingness to pay the phon.e bills prom'ptly. · · · Busku·s, DeWaal and Opinion reporters, In addition, 
(Qpinion has recently been informed by Bernstein Buskus said he would furoish a copy of a recent SBA 
that Cosentino's share of the SBA telephQne bill for telephone b,ill. · 
the months September throueh December was 50%. On March- 6 at approximately 2:30 pm, DeWaal 
which amounted to approximately $135. Others categorically denied making any arid all statements 
have come forth and paid for their calls. Bernstein on March 4. Buskus said that he placed a copy of the 
points out that these other calls are minute as phone bill in his SBA mailbox that morning (the 
compared. with those calls made by Cosentino. morning of March 6) and that -it had, sii:ice been 
.,Cosentino confirms this point.) · , removed by someone unknown to him. Tht phor1e 
Cosentino's explanation was that he llid not make bill was therefore 'unavailable' to Opinion·reporters. · 
the approximately $135.00 worth of phone calls As to the evidence alluded to by DeWaal on March 4 
(Sept. - Dec.) but that his wife made ·these calls. and confirmed by Bu'skus on March ' 5, Buskus 
Cosentino claims that these calls were made" (1) refused to provide · any detail. However, Buskus 
without his knowledge and (2) without his _wife's subsequently said that the information he had_could 
knowledge · that the SBA 'woul~ be charged. He . be interpreted by some to be -incriminating against 
claims that his wife was under the impression that Cosentino and that it certainly "could not help 
out-of-state calls (which represent a majority of the him." ' 
calls clai"med by Cosentino) could be ma~e on t~e .I h th DeWaal and Buskus were asked ,why they
SBA phone without any additiona c arges to e suddenl.Y changed their positiOn from ·totalss:~ should be noted that Bernstein informed cooperation · to virtually complete sUencef Both 
Opinion that to date Cosentino has paid for all of suggeSted thaf the change was a result of ·thelr 
the calls he has claimed between the rylonths of independently drawn conclusions that the Faculty 
'. Sep' tember and December, and ·has iSSl!ed blank .Student Relations Board; and not Opinion, was the 
" proper_ forum to pre~nt their' evidence. They 
checks. tq the l)ea~er for any calls tha,~ may appear expressed their fears that if there wer!' to be any 
in t_uture phone bills. ·_ FSRB hearing against Cosentino, their .e\lidence, if 
.While 1the majority o~ ~e SBA w~ apparently supplied to Opinion, might be prejudicla) 'toward the 
w!lli~g td; accept ~sentino s explanation .that his - administr.atlon of.a fair hearing. - · -. 
I
·, wife mad-, the .calls, at least !w0 -mem~s o_f the Both DeWaal and Buskus stated that they wpulcl 
SB'A,.were not as convinced: Mike Buskus and Gary be willlna to come forth with their evl~ce ~ould ,. 
DeWaal. · · . said FSRB' proceedings be instituted. Atof Mal'.Ch 9, 
On March 4 at approximately 12.3~ pm, DeWaal Cosentino Indicated that he was tryln1 to contact 
'made a number of. ~~teme,nts pertinent to th is '.K-, Jqv• nipntina ~bi. FSRB Pf~i".'&fon 
Inquiry wOpinion ~rters: Ht statect:-~(1} at ~t. -· - . . , .., , 
sollfe of the calls Cosentino claimed were made b~ the matter. 1 
., 
\ 
LJ\V\t ~ND 
ECO·N·OMICS -­
-WORKS·HOP 
The faculty of the Law School and Economics 
· Department announce the receipt of a grant from the 
Christopher Baldy Fund for the Law and Economics 
Workshop for spring semester, 1977-78 and fall semester, 
1978-79. The Workshop will provide a forum for the 
discussion ·of research-in-progress by distinguished 
scholars from other in~itutions and-the faculty ofSUN¥, 
Buffalo. The sch~dule for the Workshop for the spring 
semester is as follows: 
March 10: Ronald J. Allen, Law School, SUNY, 
Buffalo - "In re -Winship: A Comment on Burdens of 
Persuasion in Criminal Cases." 
March 24: Kenneth I. Wolpin, Department of 
Economics, Yale University - "Capital Pu'nishm~nt and 
Homicide: The- English Experience" - An empirical 
study of the deterrent and incapacitative effects of 
capital punishment in England, 1894-1968. 
April ·. 14: Henry B. Hansmann, Law School, 
University of Pennsylvania - "The Role of Non-Profit 
Enterprise." ' 
April 21: B. Peter Pashigian, Graduate School of 
Business, University of Chicago - "Occupatio11al 
Licensing and the Interstate Mobility of Professionals" -
An empirical examination of causes of differential 
mobility across professions, in particular the substantially 
lower mobility of lawyers, considering licensing 
restrictions, reciprocity, and the importance of the 
knowledge of state law as professional capital. 
April 28: W. Howard Mann, Law School, SUNY, 
Buffalo - "Powell v. McCormick." 
Fu,1,1re speakers at the Workshop will include Bruce 
Ackerman of the Yale Law School, Richard Markovitz of 
the University of Texas Law School, and Richard A. 
Posner of the University of Chicago Law School. , 
The Workshop will meet bi-w~kly on Friday 
afternoons from ~:30 to 5:30 pm in Room 708, ·O'Brian 
Hall< Copies , of the papers will ;,be :distt:ibuted, to 
Workshop participants on the Monday prior to 
discussion. A limited number of papers will be available 
for student participants in Room 523, O'Brian Hall and 
will be placed on reserve in the Law School Library. Each 
Workshop participant will be expected to have prepared 
criticisms of the paper prior to the meeting. 
Faculty members and students interested in 
participating in the Workshop should send their names 
and campus mailing addresses to Professor G.L. Pries(, 
Law School, 418 O'Brian. 
Orient'a.tion Meeting 
Do you remember how you felt when you first came to 
UB ·Law School? Did Orientation serve any of your needs 
at that time? The Orientation Committee is getting an 
eady start this · year in planning next fall's Orientation 
program If you have any ideas which you would like to 
express on this subject, .or would just like to get involved 
in something worthwhile, please join us. There will be an 
open meeting for interested students and faculty on 
Tuesday, March 21 at 3:30pm in Room 106. Hope to see 
you there. 
-ATTENTION 
· A Constitutional Law/Law and Philosophy group is 
forming in the Law School. All students and f~ul~ with 
an inUtrest in constitutional law. law and philosophy, 
jurispr\ldenCI, and legal and constitutional history . are 
itncouraged to become involved. A meeting wili be held on 
;thunday, March 16, 1978 It 3:30 p.m. in O'Bril(.I, Room 
:101.. . 
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[Eie~t~;;;~c?sentino, Kaman ~in;_ 
t.sldent , ~OTES PERCENJ First ¥ear-:furn0ut 
I . Andrew Cosentino 163 ' 58% ~ 
I Ted Firetog 65 23% II Others and Blank 54 19% · I § TOTALS 282 100% §I IVice President!ii Cathy Kaman 145 51 % !ii
!ii David Alexander 94 33% §§ OthersandBlank 44 16% !ii · !ii . TOTALS 283 100% IISecretary ~ -§ J• Ted Donovan 82 29% I · passed. The amendment allows the student~ ' Andy Cosentino swept to a surprisingly e·asy1§ Richard Bedor* 56 20% ·1 victory over Ted Firetog in the recent SBA elections. government to appoint its own representative to § Others and Blank 141 51% !ii Cosentino garnered 58% of the vote: Firetog was Sub-Board I, Inc.. Previously, the Vice President .heldI TOTALS 279 100% § only able to p(;)II 23%. this p-ost ex-officio. 77% of the students voted in 
~ *Write-in candidate ~ Turnout was high for a student' government favor of the proposed change, while 12% wereI · 1· election. .38% of the law school voted. The first year opposed and 11 %couldn't care less. · § Treasurer § class led the way with an amazing 65% turnovt. The In the race for Third Year Directors, Jim Maloy5· Madeline ~ernstein 172 62% § second year turnout was 39%, while third year was top \ote-getter with almost 8Q% of the vote. 
I Others and Blank 106 38% I students, obviously more interested in job hunting Mary Ann Cupo, Tom Bender, Claude Joerg, Jeffrey
I TOTALS· 278 100% I than in next year's student government,_had the Lieker and John Bat~ all won seats on the board as 
I I loweSt turnout, a pal,try 11 %. well.Gladys La Forge and Bonnie Cohen led t~e ~ Constitutional Amendment ~ A major reason for- the high first year turnoutI Yes I may be attributed to the candidacy of Cathy Kaman, voting for.Second Year Directors, each receiving 63% ~ 220 7.7% ~ a first-y~ar student running for the office of vice of the vote: Dwight Saunders, Mike Shapiro, Dwight 
~ No 33 12% ~ president. Ms. Kaman won the post 'with 51 %of the Wells, and Lewis Steele rounded o·ut the list ofI~, Blank 31 11°701 I~ vote. David Alexander was only able to pick up 33% second year ·winners.§ r TOTALS 284 100% § of the vote. Ms. Kaman was elated when she discovered she § !ii In the race for secretary, a strong write-in had won the Vice Presi~ency. The newly-elected!i Third Year Directors (6 Elected) §-campaign for Richard Bedor has forced a run-off Veep wants to increase library services. She would ~ Jim Maloy 71 79% ! between Bedor and J. Ted Donovan. · like to see the SBA. put typewriters and additional · ~ Mary Anne Cupo 65 72% ~ Incumbent Madeline ~ernstein ran unope_osed copying machines in the library. · !ii Tom Bender 64 71 % !ii and easily won re-election as SHA Treasl!rer. . "I am planning on directing a lobb,ying effort in!ii Claude Joerg 63 70% !ii An amendment to the •SBA constitution Albany to get the Legislatur-e .tc:i increase TAP and
!ii Jeffrey Licker 52 58% !ii restructuring the duties of the. Vice President also SUSTA funds," said Ms. Kaman. -I b:~~ ~:~aal ~~ ~;~ ISecretarial Candidates Bedor ind 
, -I Others and Blank 7 ..... 8% !iiI TURNOUT 90 . ~ Donovan in Run-off; . 
I S~cond Year Directors (6 Elected) IElection today and tomorrow 
~ Gladys Laforge · 105 63% ~ 
-I Bonnie Cohen · 105 63% 5 J. Ted Donovan .~ Dwight Saunders ~8 52% ~ 
1 Mike Shapiro 83 49%- 1 
, Th is past year, I served as a1~ Dwight Wells 81 48% 1§ First Year Director of the SBA.I Lewis Steele 78 46% § My greatest concern has been that § Mary Kloepfer 76 45% I the SBA work .to its full capacity . § Patrisha Armstrong 51 30% § For example, two SBA § Jerry McGrier 48 29% § committees never met last term. § Others and Blank 6 4% § As a result of my efforts, in5 TURNOUT: _168 __ February I was .ippointed · 
~ ~ Chairman of one of these § ·§ committees - Student Affairs. 
IVOTER TURNOUT §. Since my appointment, we have J T d D1 Richard s,dorI Class Turnout Class Size . Percent 1 met, discussed student grievances, • e OnOVBIJ 
Richard Bedor~ 1 y 168 360 65% and conferred with · Dean law students in four·p· ersonI st ear . . o 1~ ~ 2nd Year 90 2 1 39% ~ Headrick. At our-meeting with the rooms. Through Studeht Life and ~ 3 ~ Dean, we successfully lobbied for my participation on the The SBA should be ·actively
13rdYear 30 274 11 · · involved in creating a stimulatingi!I TOTALS . 8 . '3S% I longer library hours dlir1ng the Orientation ·Committee, I am also 
• 2 8 765 ~ Research and Writing memo trying to provide some means of academic environment at the law 
·t,,1.i.illllllllllllllllllllll• assignment. We also discussed finding apartments for next year's school. Acquiring ad~itional . • 
UUAB COFFEE HOUSE 
. presents 
BiLL STAINES 
"'fhe Boston Yodler" 
March 17-18 
8:30pm 
Cafeterli,118, Squire Hall 
Main ~treet Campys r 
ALSO APPEAAINGIU!,111 
I I John llffllOD 
edttol"mu9'dan 
,t 
(be\'• allovery.hum~•> 
ways of , ensuring the faster- freshmen. This may be·especially xerox facilities and a coin changer 
grading of exams, including the important if the . Off-Campus are only · minor proble(!ls. , More 
possibility of administratively Housing Office is unable to importantly, the SBA must 
imposed sanctions a-gainst operate this summer. actively assist the administration 
professors who post grades late. As a member of the in 'filling the ·Placement Director's· 
As a member of the Student Distinguished Visitor's Forum and position immediately. It must be. 
Life .C~mmittee, I have helpe4 the· Mitchell Lecture Committee, I -involved with ~fforts io attract 
organize the upcoming Law Revue have helped to find a wide range and mai11tain a high quality 
show. If elected · Secretary, I of qualified speakers. If elected, I ·· faculty. Additionally, it should 
would continue organizing events ..:_will use my experience in thi$ area consider new programs, f."or 
which bring stuiwnts and faculty to better utilize the DVF budget example, a . law sc.hool speaker 
· together in · an . informal in order to obtain even more progiam should be itontemplated. 
atmosphere. My other work on speakers next year: 
Student Life has concerned . As' Secretary, I will continue to Running ·for the SBA is a 
University housing. I ~ave spoken · ·push for the needs of the serious matter,. I am running for 
t o t h e .. L a w .S c h o o I students. I will enc.ourage the SBA the position -0f secretary because ·f ' 
Administration, as well · as the to continue in its efforts to obtain beiieve I cah help resolve these 
University Ho,using . Director to typewrjters, copying facilities, and prevaifing probl'ems more 
ensure that while the Unlver,ity is a change _f"!'lachine for the la~ effectively than'· my ' opponent. 
cutting back the number of nudents. I believe that t Unfortunately, the · existence of 
graduat.e student beds, the needs represented you well during the unopposed ca-ndldates has 
,of the Law ~hool are not past year. I would like to have the indicated "a lack .of. confidence in 
forgotten. Amont these needs are opportunity to continue, the SBA's ability. I hope I can 
the demand for more single rooms representing you next year. . modify'rthis attitude bY pr.ovlng 
. 
,In ~lllcott, -an~ a ban on placing ThJri~ v~.for y~ur vote. . , the SBA can be effective.
.. ' 
, 
. ' ·~ 
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